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Introduction
Drafting a management plan for the cemeteries featuring the stećak tombstones came prior to signing
the Letter of Intent on the Establishment of Inter-Institutional Cooperation in the preparation and
presentation of a joint project of making a nomination document entitled “Mediaeval Tombstones Joint
Nomination to be included in the UNESCO World Heritage List.” The Letter of Intent was signed on 02.11.
2009 in Sarajevo by the following institutions: the Commission to Preserve National Monuments and the
Ministry of Civil Affairs on behalf of BiH, the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Serbia, the Ministry of
Culture, Sports and Media of Montenegro and the Croatian Ministry of Culture.
The transboundary coordination group was formed consisting of coordinators in charge of creating of the
nomination dossier and those of the Management Plan, who were appointed by the competent authorities
of the States Signatory Parties of the Letter of Intent.
In the period from 2010 to 2012, working meetings were held when the methodology and common parts
of texts of the Tentative Sheets were agreed upon, which are visions of the official document that is in the
process of nominations initially submitted to UNESCO. All the Member States have submitted a Tentative
List with a description of their sites with the characteristic tombstones to the World Heritage Centre by
April 15, 2011.
The common goal is to create a serial nomination of the transboundary properties and obtain the status
of world heritage by the transboundary recognition of outstanding universal value, according to the
information from the UNESCO Handbook Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World
Heritage Convention.
All the 30 selected cemeteries with the characteristic tombstones (22 from BiH, 3 from Serbia, three
from Montenegro and two from Croatia) constitute parts of one world property and serve to better
understanding of the proposed exceptional universal value.
During 2012 and 2013, the work and cooperation intensified between the transboundary coordination
group on joint development of the nomination dossier and the common parts of the management plan.
Bearing in mind the different administrative, legal, scientific, financial, economic and social conditions in the
participating countries, differences in the number, size and geographic distribution of the cemeteries with
the characteristic tombstones, an agreement has been reached that that each state should work on drafting
a joint management plan with the establishment of a coordinated management system for individual
segments of the planned activities.
Each state is responsible for the protection, conservation and management of cemeteries with the
tombstones on its territory. Various national, regional and local authorities in each of the countries
supporting the joint nomination and their involvement in the implementation of the management plan are
a key factor for a sustainable use of the nominated cultural goods.
Considering all the components of the nominations, each selected cemetery with the tombstones
should contribute to the integrity of the nomination and to effective conservation, management and
implementation of the Convention on the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, so a
need for a coordinated system management and transboundary coordination committee was recognised.
At the international level, by adopting the management plans all the four countries have expressed
support for the work and commitment to participate actively in the international coordination
committee that will be established once the characteristic tombstones get on the UNESCO World
Heritage List. The Coordination Committee is to establish common strategies, principles and standards
(conservation, capacity building, exchange and sharing of the research results, presentations, etc.)
that are important for the quality management of the sites. The Management Plan relies on the
transboundary principles and standards established by conventions and charters. Conservation
principles are contained in these documents.
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1. Management plan drafting starting points
1.1. Management plan definition
Republic of Serbia, as a country signatory of the international treaty, the Convention Concerning
the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, is obliged to fulfil the requirements deriving
thereof. In order to establish the highest standards in the cultural and natural heritage protection, which has
been adopted as the universal heritage of the entire humankind, Republic of Serbia with its cultural heritage
protection institutions is drafting this Management Plan.
The Plan concerns the archaeological sites – mediaeval cemeteries with their stone markings – stećaks
– tombstones Mramorje, Perućac and Mramorje, Rastište, the Bajina Bašta Municipality and the Greek
Cemetery, Hrta, Prijepolje Municipality. The said sites are on the World Heritage Tentative List under Nos. 28,
29 and 30.
Notwithstanding that the Management Plan in Serbia is not regulated as a planning document, it is an
internationally recognised core document of joint planning in the fields of protection, investigations,
interpretation, promotion and use of cultural properties, particularly those on the World Heritage List.
The Management Plan for the sites Mramorje, Perućac, Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek Cemetery,
Hrta is a document covering the next ten years, providing for an Action Plan on the transboundary and
national levels, constituting a basis for drafting other individual, three-year plans for different sectors, as
well as for the detailed action plans. The Plan contains the property identification and description, as well
as the management of all aspects of the archaeological sites. It recognises all the issues concerning the
protection zone and provides suggestions for conducting policies for purposes of safeguard and use of
its values.
The main goal of the Management Plan is to provide for sustainable development through valorisation,
protection and promotion of the site which offers the visitors a unique experience, while actively
participating in development of the local community.

1.2. Management plan drafting goals in the Republic of Serbia
The main goal of drafting the Management Plan for the Republic of Serbia sites Mramorje, Perućac,
Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek Cemetery, Hrta is to establish the guidelines for ensuring
a sustainable development of the sites, through cultural and natural heritage valorisation,
protection and promotion.
1. The Plan is to ensure the following:
2. Cultural and natural heritage integrative protection by constant guidance and control of the local
urban development;
3. Cultural (tangible and intangible) and natural heritage valorisation and revalorisation;
4. More efficient enforcement of the regulations and planning documentation in order to enable proper
investigations and rehabilitation;
5. Development stimulation of the protected area, using the potentials, following the sustainable
development principles;
6. Synergy building through partnership collaboration between all the stakeholders;
7. Ensuring implementation of the document.
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1.3. Management plan drafting process in the Republic of Serbia
The internationally adopted documents concerning the safeguard of the immovable cultural properties
primarily envisage drafting management plans which provide conditions for the cultural heritage to be
included in the integrative protection system.
The Management Plan is strategic document which recognises the potentials of the listed and scheduled
cultural properties along the possibilities of its use for purposes of development of the local community and
a broader area.
While drafting the Plan, some sustainable practices and pathways were identified for the proposed
archaeological sites and its surroundings, principles, measures and guidelines defined in accordance with
the local requirements and specific features, all based on both the world and the regional practice positive
examples. Furthermore, the Plan integrates all the relevant strategic documents which have not been
implemented properly thus far.
While drafting the Management Plan, the general idea was to view the sites Mramorje, Perućac and
Mramorje, Rastište in the Bajina Bašta Municipality, and the Greek Cemetery, Hrta in the Prijepolje
Municipality as integrated properties, combining various values. In addition, the endeavour was to involve
all the relevant government and local bodies and institutions in planning the sites management, along
with the local population who would be having a more important role in drafting the Plan. In the process
of drafting the Plan, a participation method was used, i.e. a wide participation of all the stakeholders, thus
ensuring its implementation. The participation approach is defined as a process where opinions of various
actors, groups and individuals are pooled within the planning and decision making processes concerning
implementation of the plans. It reflects an idea that the Plan is a product of the competent institutions
and the community, and that it does not refer only to the process of planning but to its implementation
as well, that is, the entire development. Such an approach does not view the local community as a passive
planning object but as an equally significant participant and collaborator. It is of utmost importance for
all the stakeholders to be involved so as to ensure support and credibility. Participation is a key part of the
management process and is directly linked to one of the most important aspects of strategic planning –
learning. So the Plan drafting process is as important as its end result, the document itself.
The planning process concerning the sites Mramorje, Perućac, Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek
Cemetery, Hrta was conducted in several phases: information gathering, extant situation analysis,
defining the vision, principles, areas of intervention, action plan drafting and supervision planning. Each
of the phases considered involvement of different areas of investigation, conservation, ownership issues,
space arrangement and use, management systems, tourism, interpretation, education and promotion.
During the Plan drafting process, the following was been integrated: identifying a sustainable practice
for the development of the sites and its surroundings, defining policies in accordance with the local
requirements and specific features, all on the positive grounds of the world and the regional practice
positive examples, as well as integrating all the thus far drafted plans and other strategic documents.
For purposes of drafting the document, all legal and physical entities on the local and national levels
were joined, thus using their knowledge and experience in contributing to finding a joint vision for the
development of the archaeological sites Mramorje, Perućac, Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek Cemetery,
Hrta.
Management Plan for the sites Mramorje, Perućac, Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek Cemetery, Hrta Village
is supported by the Republic of Serbia Ministry of Culture and Information via the activities of the Republic
Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade.
The following bodies, Coordination Board and a Working Group, participated in drafting the Plan:
Management Plan drafting process coordinators:
Маја Đоrđеvić, MA, Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade
Kаtаrinа Živаnоvić, MA, Prојеkt Plus, Belgrade
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Coordination Board Members:
Bоrišа Čоlić, Head of the Information, Presentation and Popularisation Services of the PE ”Tara” National
Park Bајinа Bаštа
Мilоš Јеlisаvčić, Department of Urbanism, Construction and Ownership and Legal Affairs, Bајinа Bаštа
Municipality
Vеsnа Nоvоsеl, Head of the Department of Urbanism and Economic and Housing Affairs, Priјеpоlје
Municipality
Sеlmа Čičić, Department of Urbanism and Economic and Housing Affairs, Priјеpоlје Municipality
Working Group Members:
Јеlеnа Тоšić, Head of the Municipal Administration, Bајinа Bаštа Municipality
Sinišа Spаsојеvić, Municipal Council Bајinа Bаštа
Ivаn Маrkоvić, Bureau of Local Economic Development, Bајinа Bаštа
Мirа Мilutinоvić, Head of the Department of Urbanism, Bајinа Bаštа Municipality
Drаgаn Тоdоrоvić, Local Community Centre Pеrućаc, Bајinа Bаštа
Мilоš Јоvаnоvić, Local Community Centre, Rаstištе, Bајinа Bаštа
Мilоrаd Маndić, Local Community Centre, Rаstištе, Bајinа Bаštа
Мilicа Тоmić, Assistant Director at the Sector of Planning, Protection and Development at the
“Tara” National Park
Rаnkо Мilаnоvić, Sector of Planning, Protection and Development at the “Tara” National Park
Jovan Đurić, Institution of Culture Director, Bајinа Bаštа
Јаsnа Stаnkоvić, curator, Institution of Culture Bајinа Bаštа
Оbrаd Pаvlоvić, Tourist Organisation, Bајinа Bаštа
Мirјаnа Мilić, Construction Board, Bајinа Bаštа
Мitаr Јоvić, teacher, the ”St Sаvа” primary school, Bајinа Bаštа
Nоvаk Маrković, teacher, the “Rајаk Pаvićеvić” primary school, Bајinа Bаštа
Slаvоlјub Pušicа, Director of the Museum of Priјеpоlјu
Sаnеl Dizdаrеvić, Local Community Centre Мiјаnе (Hrtа), Priјеpоlје
Hitkо Bаšоvić, Local Community Centre Мiјаnе (Hrtа), Priјеpоlје
Zоrаn Маlеšić, the “St Sava” Мilеšеvo Culture Club, Priјеpоlје
Мilаn Cmilјаnić, Srbiјаšumе – forestry estate, Priјеpоlје
Ivаnа Rаkоnjаc, Director of the Tourist Organisation, Priјеpоlје
Duškа Bајić, Tourist Organisation, Priјеpоlје
Јеlа Rаdоnjić, teacher, the ”St Sаvа” primary school, Priјеpоlје
Мilеnkо Мilоvić, teacher, the primary school “Vlаdimir Pеrić Vаltеr”, Priјеpоlје
Аdmir Vеlјоvić, Youth Office, Priјеpоlје
Iliја Аndrејić, the “Kаmеnа gоrа” Hiking Club, Priјеpоlје
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SWOT analysis in Bajina Bašta
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The Management Plan drafting took three years and during that time all the participants were highly
motivated and enthusiastic. The process included all sorts of activities on investigations while preparing the
document, writing and evaluating it. All the stakeholders were consulted throughout the individual drafting
phases. The following Table shows the activity dynamics:

Period

Activities

June 2010

Initial meeting at the Bајinа Bаštа Municipality

October 2010

Initial meeting at the Priјеpоlје Municipality

April 2010 – April 2011

Extant situation investigation

May 2011

Involving the subjects in the preparation of the “Мrаmоrје, Pеrućac,
Bајinа Bаštа Municipality Archaeological Site Mediaeval Tombstones –
stеćаk – Conservation Project” (No. 170/43 from 20.12.2010)

June–August 2011

The “Мrаmоrје, Pеrućac, Bајinа Bаštа Municipality Archaeological Site
Mediaeval Tombstones – stеćаk – Conservation Project”(No. 170/43
from 20.12.2010) Realisation

May 2012

Involving the subjects in the preparation of the “Мrаmоrје, Rаstište,
Gајеvi and Urоšеvinе stretch, Bајinа Bаštа Municipality Archaeological
Site Mediaeval Tombstones – stеćаk – Conservation Project” (No. 51/3
from 2.2.2012)

June 2012

Coordination Board Meeting in Bајina Bаšta and Priјеpоlјe
Working Group Workshop on drafting the Management Plan in Bајina
Bаšta and Priјеpоlјe

August 2012

The “Мrаmоrје, Rаstište, Gајеvi and Urоšеvinе stretch, Bајinа Bаštа
Municipality Archaeological Site Mediaeval Tombstones – stеćаk –
Conservation Project” (No. 51/3 from 2.2.2012) Realisation

October 2012

Workshop with the local stakeholders – SWOT analysis, in Bајina Bаšta
and Priјеpоlјe

October 2012

Partners’ meeting in Dubrovnik as part of the HER.CUL Project, the
4MEDTOMB EVEN task, with the participation of the Working Group
members.

November 2012 – March 2013

Workshop with the local stakeholders from Bајina Bаšta and Priјеpоlјe
– a vision and a mission.

August 2013

Meetings with the local stakeholders – setting the managing body and
its obligations with an action plan

September 2012
– September 2013

Document draft

September 2013

Working Group members meeting with an emphasis on the joint part
of the Мrаmоrје, Pеrućac, Mramorje Rаstište, and the Greek Cemetery,
Hrta Archaeological Sites Management

October 2013

Public viewing and public discussion

November 2013

Document verification
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1.4. Tombstones cultural and historical context
A serial nomination of the medieval tombstones includes the selection of 4,100 tombstones at 30
cemeteries (out of total of 70,000 tombstones at 3,300 sites) on the territory of four states: Bosnia and
Herzegovina, the Republic of Croatia, Montenegro and the Republic of Serbia.
The characteristic tombstones (stećak) are medieval monolithic stone monuments found in almost the
entire territory of the present Bosnia and Herzegovina, in the western parts of Serbia, northwest part of
Montenegro and the central and southern parts of Croatia. They probably appeared in the latter half of the
12th century and in the course of the 13th century. However, they were certainly most intensively made in
the 14th and 15th centuries, while, in the 16th century, with the religious differentiating of cemeteries, this
type of tombstones gradually disappeared.
At the time when they were made, they were put up along roads, on prehistoric tumuli, prehistoric fortified
settlements, around churches, next to wells, etc. The number of such tombstones on the cemeteries varies
– from just several stones that belong to certain families, to a hundred, even several hundred on large
graveyards that had been in use for years.
According to their shape, there are several main types: slabs, chests, gabled, pillars and crosses. Those
basic shapes can appear in several different variations, but the basic one is always recognizable. On certain
cemeteries, monuments of amorphous shape can be found as well.
Artistic shaping of the stones is reflected in its form and decoration, that is, the reliefs. The tombstones
main artistic quality are the decorations cut in two stonecutting techniques. The most common
technique is bas-relief, while engraving, or chiseling is a rare technique. Reliefs motifs could be divided
into several categories: social and religious symbols (various types of crosses, tools, weapons, a crescent
and stars, anthropomorphic lilies, solar motifs etc.), figural representation (men and women, jousting
scenes, tournaments, hunting, processions or a hearse, images of animals) and numerous plant and
geometric ornaments.
Master craftsmen who carved the stones called themselves smiths. The inscriptions have preserved some
dozen names. Analysing the decorative motifs on the stones in a certain area, we encounter different
regional groups of smiths’ or stonemasonry workshops.
The inscriptions on the tombstones are a particular phenomenon, although a relatively small number have
been preserved (mostly in BiH) compared to the number of tombstones. They were composed and carved by
apprentices and are a reflection of literacy on all levels of society, particularly among the nobility and clergy.
The inscriptions were written in a Cyrillic script. Their content differs and divides them into two basic groups:
religious and secular (which are again subdivided into smaller groups depending on the size and contents).
This extremely important aspect of the tombstones is a crucial part of the medieval Christian epigraphy.
The thirty selected localities from the area of the four present-day states represent the best preserved and
original artistic expression of this kind of medieval sepulchral art. They were selected as best examples of
the characteristic tombstones.
The stones are an extraordinary testimony of the medieval culture of the European southeast, developed
in a unique historical context in the region where medieval cultures and tradition of the European west,
east and south meet. In certain aspects they also draw on much earlier traditions.
The exchange of different values was illustrated by the fact that the members of all social strata were
buried under such stones, regardless of their ethnic, political and religious affiliation.
Archeologically speaking, the finds in the graves under the tombstones show that the relevant region was
almost a unique cultural horizon. Their main characteristic which mostly contributes to the outstanding
universal value is their number that has not been registered anywhere in Europe – around 70,000
monuments! Furthermore, they feature a diversity of shapes. The reliefs are a spectacular and only
testimony of a medieval culture that vanished, the stones being its only trace. The occurrence of various
inscriptions also contributes to their specificity, given that those are exceptional monuments of medieval
literacy which was spread through nearly all the social strata.
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From the period of their creation and especially from the time they ceased to be made (the early16th
century), the medieval tombstones, have been deeply rooted in different customs and beliefs. In the last 150
years, we have witnessed the conflicts of different opinions and positions regarding archaeological, artistic
and historical interpretation of the monuments. Epigraphy and the tombstones reliefs have had a significant
impact on modern literature and other forms of art.
As much as we are connected to the general mediaeval sepulchral practice, it is the number, the
monumentality, and also the interconfessional aspect of the stones that make them part of our common
heritage, making this region specific within the common European medieval heritage.

1.5. Values of the archaeological sites
1.5.1. Selection criteria
Archaeological sites should possess qualities of outstanding universal value and to meet at least one of the
ten criteria in order to be inscribed in the World Heritage List. Therefore, at the Mediaeval Tombstones Joint
Nomination to be included in the World Heritage List team meeting, three criteria were identified, testifying
to the outstanding universal value of the tombstones.
(ii) Exhibits an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within a cultural area
of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or
landscape design.
Medieval tombstones from 30 selected locations in the territory of the four present-day states, represent the
best preserved and genuine artistic expression of this form of medieval sepulchral art.
In the areas where they emerged and evolved, they reflect permeation of various cultural influences,
which at the time (the 13th through the 16th century) existed in this area, mostly belonging to the
Catholic west, but also to the Orthodox east. However, most of their reliefs (which are the most distinct
aspect of the stones), no matter how distant from the official canons, may be interpreted by various
aspects of the Western European medieval culture (noble, ecclesiastical and folk), the Romanesque and
especially the Gothic art.
On the other hand, this particular “culture” is deeply associated with much earlier, prehistoric, ancient and
early medieval traditions. The prehistoric and ancient traditions are mostly reflected in the selection of the
locations and in the use of certain types of symbolic reliefs. It is a fact that the tombstones largely place the
cemeteries into categories that we can trace in the European archaeology from the early Middle Ages and
the so-called the Migration Period.
Sharing different values is evidenced by the burial of members of all social strata under the tombstones,
regardless of their ethnic background and political affiliation in the territory of at least three medieval
states and a several free communities along the the Adriatic coast. From the archaeological point of
view, the find in the graves under the tombstones indicate that the area that we are talking about was
almost a unified cultural horizon. Of particular value is the so-called interconfessional aspect, the fact
that the members of all three medieval Christian communities in this area – the Catholic, the Orthodox
and the Bosnian were buried under those tombstones. Members of the communities cannot be
differentiated by the tombstones because the stones depart from the official artistic canons, creating an
original expression based on accepting, blending the different cultural influences.
(iii) bears a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which is living
or which has disappeared.
While immersed in the medieval European culture, the historical context and the specificities of the areas
where we encounter them, with traces of earlier influences (prehistoric, ancient and early medieval), the
tombstones, in several aspects, remain a unique phenomenon in the medieval European artistic and
archaeological heritage. The intention was to present all of their characteristics through 30 selected locations.
The major specificity is a number that has not been registered in Europe – around 70,000 documented
monuments!
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Furthermore, a specific feature is their diversity of shapes. The following shapes have been registered so
far: slabs, chests, gabled tombstones, pillars, cross-shaped grave markers. The locations selected within this
nomination contain all of the referenced shapes. However, each and every one of them comes as a different
version, mostly reflecting the abilities of a master craftsmen and requirements of the owners, that is, tahe
person who ordered a specific stone.
Their reliefs are a spectacular and the only testimony of the medieval culture that vanished. The reason
for that is unbelievable richness of the relief of various content - scenes from everyday life, symbolic and
religious representations, decorative ornaments.
The emergence of various inscriptions further contribute to their specificity, given that those were
exceptional monuments of medieval literacy which spread through nearly all social strata, so, today, they
have multiple functions - from being a historical source to a study of different cultural and social influences.
The stones themselves continue to be a unique product of a historical context and events that characterized
medieval southeast Europe. Development of the medieval states (Hungarian-Croatian, Bosnian and Serbian),
development of the free communities on the coast (Dubrovnik, first of all), establishment of feudal regulations
and vassal relations, the emergence of upper and lower nobility, the strengthening of the role of ecclesiastical
authority, the emergence of the Ottoman Empire and all the socio-political and economic relations that
characterized the Middle Ages are certainly reflected in the development of this type of monument.
(vi) directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic
and literary works of outstanding universal significance. (The Committee considers that this criterion should
preferably be used in conjunction with other criteria)
Medieval tombstones have been deeply rooted in various traditions and beliefs ever since they were
created, especially from the times when they ceased to be made (early 16th century) to the present day.
Such processes have survived in spite of a certain interruption in the historical memory and heritage of
these monuments, mostly caused by different migrations during the late Middle Ages and the early New
Age. So the phenomena associated with them (the names of locations, superstitions, folk tradition and tales)
exhibit some very similar patterns encountered in the entire distribution area, which continues to tell us
about the uniqueness of this cultural phenomenon.
Throughout the tombstones area, there is a large number of names of the graveyards which show respect
and admiration for their imposing dimensions and relief representations (Divsko Groblje, Mašete, MramoriMramorje, Grčko Groblje, Tursko Groblje, Kaursko Groblje).
All the folk stories and fairy tales draw on the motifs from the mediaeval chivalry milieu that we see
chiselled on the stones, attributing the work and placement to the mythical creatures (fairies and giants),
connecting them with legendary wars and conflicts.
Furthermore, even the scientific study of the stones points to their specific nature and the nature of the area
where we find them. Over a long period of time of almost 150 years (to be more specific, since the second
half of the 19th century), which is how long the science and institutions have been expressing their interest,
we have witnessed the conflicts of different opinions and positions in archaeological, historical and artistic
interpretations.
Epigraphy and reliefs on the stones have significantly influenced the contemporary literature and other
forms of art. The tombstones have provided an inspiration to sculptors (Boško Kućanski), painters (Mario
Mikulić, Mirko Kujačić, Zdravko Anić, Lazar Drljača, Ibrahim Novalić, Danko Brkić, Gabrijel Jurkić, Petar Šain,
Virgilije Nevjestić, Dževad Hozo, Nedim Tahirović, Seid Hasanefendić), poets (Mehmedalija Mak Dizdar,
Skender Kulenović, Petar Gudelj, Janko Bubalo, Ivan Kordić, Kemal Mahmutefendić), filmmakers (Jan
Beran), writers (Miroslav Krleža) and photographers (Tošo Dabac, Dragutin Resner, Ado Šahbaz).
1.5.2. Statement of Authenticity
The characteristic tombstones represent an authentic form of grave markings found in almost the entire
territory of the present Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as in the western parts of Serbia, western part of
Montenegro and the central, middle and southern parts of Croatia.
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The nominated graveyards featuring the tombstones, their archaeological and historical context, diversity
of their types, decorations and inscriptions create an authentic aspects of the emergence and study
of the stones. The cemeteries that are the part of the serial nomination enjoy the highest degree of
authenticity among such graveyards and therefore, they are selected for this Nomination.
The authenticity of the stones is reflected in sepulchral art of the Middle Ages under the influence of the
western European and Byzantine culture, as well as indigenous cultural and historical development of
the medieval states on the Balkan Peninsula of the time. Stećak, as a tombstone, merges two otherwise
separate concepts of medieval culture – high (court or cleric) and folk culture. At the same time, these
tombstones unify a thought about the end of human existence using and intertwining pagan and
Christian motifs and symbols. The inscriptions complete the complex art of the stones.
The value of the graveyards with characteristic tombstones proposed for this serial nomination lies in the
fact that the nomination includes monuments that reflect all the features of the tombstones in the entire
territory of their distribution. Those are mostly intact locations with monuments that stand on the places
where they were put up at the time after the burial of the last deceased. In case that they have been
moved, that could happen as a result of natural forces, terrain sinking, climatic conditions and in very rare
cases an intention to damage a monument of what is in it.
Neither shapes, nor ornaments, not inscriptions on the stones have ever been changed since the time
they were created. They have not been subjected to any subsequent intervention. The changes like cracks
and physical damages occurred as a result of climatic changes. In eight cemeteries, works have been
conducted, like clearing the area, cleaning and the conserving the monuments.
In their most complex form, the stone were cut from a single stone block. They reflect the skills and
knowledge of a master craftsmen. The stone used for carving and the quarries from which they were
brought were close to the graveyards. Very rarely, stone was shipped from some more distant quarries.
The region of central Balkan abounds in limestone and therefore, this was the most common type of
stone used to carve the grave markings.
In most cases, the graveyards with the tombstones are located in places of great natural beauty, away
from any settlements. One could say that those graveyards are still in the surroundings that existed in the
medieval times. Smaller number of graveyards are located in the vicinity of buildings and roads, mostly
built in the 20th century. At the selected cemeteries, construction and natural context complement each
other and do not jeopardize the authenticity of the tombstones, but show a continuity and tradition of
using those locations over the centuries.
Almost an entire century of intense studying and documenting confirms the authenticity of the
stones and the medieval graveyards. Those activities were particularly intensive in the second half of
the 20th century, when the most comprehensive documenting of locations with of the characteristic
tombstones took place. The information about the number of cemeteries (3,300) and the number of
the stones (70,000) in the entire territory are mostly derived from the results of scientific documenting
that took place in the 1970s. And it was in the 1970s, at the time of this large campaign of studying the
characteristic tombstones, that the nominated cemeteries were recorded and scientifically processed
in accordance with the principles of modern methodology. In the following period, the significance of
understanding the tombstones was observed through archaeological researches, the publications of the
new results of recording the stones and studies of certain cemeteries. Numerous technical and scientific
literature (the list is provided in the attachment to the nomination folder), as well as a large number of
documentary TV footage, confirm that.
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1.5.3. Statement of integrity
The selection of thirty medieval necropolises with stećci proposed for this serial transnational nomination
was made in accordance with criteria related to the integrity of necropolises and the authenticity of
tombstone markers.
The main prerequisite for the selection of the said cemeteries is that they should fulfil all of the following
criteria: the state of preservation of the monuments, the protections measures implemented in the
countries in whose territories the graveyards with the tombstones are located and the visual-aesthetic
criteria relating to the position of the cemeteries in their natural or other surrounding.
All the 30 proposed localities with the tombstones are preserved in situ and are in good condition. The
defined boundaries of both the core and buffer zones fully preserve the uniqueness of the entirety of the
mediaeval graveyards with the surrounding and make their unified space. The set protection zone of the
wider surroundings of the nominated heritage provides that medieval graveyards with the tombstones are
well protected and secured because they receive necessary attention.
The state of preservation of the medieval graveyards with the tombstones is reflected in the legislative
measures of all the participating countries which propose their medieval graveyards for nomination. This
aspect is supported by spatial and structural planning, as well as the management plans drafted by all the
countries, in order to provide full and high-quality protection, conservation and the presentation of the
characteristic tombstones.
The nominated cemeteries are not under a risk of overdevelopment of the surrounding area in the sense of
both economic and tourist development or of possible destructive social processes. In their spatial plans,
territorially competent municipalities have mostly recognized the locations with the cemeteries with the
tombstones as areas with a tourist potential, coupled with a possibility of using the existing resources
without a need for constructing new buildings in the protected surroundings.
The medieval cemeteries with the tombstones in the territory of the countries that nominate them have
been out of function since the times when the last burial was performed and the last tombstone laid. In
one case, the limited area in the immediate vicinity is still used for burials today and, in a couple of cases, it
was registered that the burials were performed in the area outside the tombstones designated, no earlier
than in the 18th and 19th centuries, with a complete cessation of the practice by the mid-20th century.
However, this subsequently established continuity has not jeopardized the characteristic tombstones in
any way.
Natural and climatic conditions specific for the Mediterranean belt pose a risk to good preservation and
condition of certain tombstones. Extremely hot summers and very cold winters have been affecting the
surface of the monuments for several centuries. The integrity of the stones at the selected cemeteries
may be endangered by the vegetation, but also by natural processes of lichen and moss settling on the
stone surface. The work of water and ice erosion can also contribute to damaging some of the stones.
Within the framework of their activities designed for the protection of cultural heritage, the countries that
nominate the cemeteries with the tombstones are to provide adequate programs and activities that should
contribute to optimal protection of the stones against the said factors.
The characteristic tombstones value is accentuated by their good position and little interventions in the
countryside and the surroundings. The outstanding universal value of the tombstones is not impaired even
by roads that pass in the immediate vicinity, to be more specific, inside the protected zones of the four
nominated graveyards.
1.5.4. Other values of the archaeological sites
Mediaeval cemeteries with tombstone markings – stеćаk – in the republic of Serbia are categorised as
immovable cultural properties – archaeological sites. Based on the Cultural Property Act (Official Gazette
of RS, No. 71/94, Art. 21), archaeological sites are areas of land or under water, containing remnants of
buildings and other immovable structures, grave and other finds , as well as movable objects dating from
earlier historical periods and are of special cultural and historical significance.
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Cultural diversity and heritage are irreplaceable sources of the spiritual and intellectual The risk lies
in climatic conditions. It is a mountainous region with warm but humid summer periods due to lth of
man and his environment. There is an obligation for each individual, as an essential aspect of human
development, to enforce protection and enhance his/her heritage through active promotion. For that
reason, protection, presentation and conservation of cultural heritage of all shapes and forms and
historical periods are grounded in the values intrinsic to heritage. Those values jointly contribute to an
ever greater heritage significance.
The value of the mediaeval cemeteries with their particular stones markings in the Republic of Serbia,
which are the subject of the Management Plan, are the well preserved tombstones, a structure and a
position of the cemeteries in their historical and cultural setting whose special feature is an untouched
natural environment of outstanding characteristics. Their setting is the area of abundant potentials,
surrounded by numerous sites of similar content and attractive tourist destinations.

Values of the archaeological sites in
Mramorje, Pеrućac, Мrаmоrје, Rаstište and the Greek Cemetery, Hrtа
Cultural Values

The sites provide the tangible and intangible heritage with the
information on various historical periods of the region.
A well preserved state of the tombstones.
The Мrаmоrје site, Pеrućac is categorised as a cultural property of
outstanding national value.

Values with regard to the
landscape

The mediaeval cemeteries ate situated in a natural environment which
has remained almost untouched by urban development from the
Middle Ages to the present day.

Scientific Value

Possibility of archaeological, historical and anthropological
investigations.

Educational Value

Possibility of active study at the site, through interactions with the
researchers, while observing the whole scientific process.

Economic Value

Cultural tourism development.
Development of accompanying services and products.

Value Added

Increase of investments in the region owing to the sites’ values.
Enhancement in the local products competition, which are linked to
the sites by their brand name or in any other way.

Values for the
Local Community

Local identity development.
Quality of life enhancement.
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Serbia is a signatory of the European Landscape Convention which states that “Landscape” means an
area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or
human factors”. The natural environment is intrinsically connected with the mediaeval cemeteries at the
archaeological sites of Mramorje, Pеrućac, Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek Cemetery, Hrta.
All the three archaeological sites and their wide surroundings have been preserved as a natural and cultural
property, harmoniously merging with the natural setting where human intervention is minimal.
The archaeological sites of Mramorje, Rastište, the Bајinа Bаštа Municipality area is within the “Tara” National
Park boundaries, which is one the most beautiful nature parks in Serbia. The Tara mountain and the Drina
River, with their extraordinary features and characteristic rich nature, along with an organised tourist offer
coupled with experienced management of the entire nature park are of a great significance not only to the
Bајinа Bаštа Municipality but to entire Serbia, as well.
The archaeological site of the Greek Cemetery, Hrta is situated in the area of outstanding natural
characteristics which the local people closely maintain and take care of. Its broader area holds some
remarkable gems of natural beauty, like the Lim River, the Sopotnica Waterfalls or Kamena Gora (Stone
Mount).
All three archaeological sites are characteristic for their picturesque setting, abundance and combinations
of public areas and its respective greenery, coupled with a rich environment and a network of water courses
in whose vicinity, in lush greens, lie the cultural properties as part of the National Park and the surrounding
settlements.
Economic significance of the Mramorje, Pеrućac, Mramorje, Rastište and the Greek Cemetery, Hrta, could be
linked to the accompanying development of tourist services and products, as well as to some added value
of increased investments to the area and a betterment of the product competition.
Social value is reflected in indicators that are hard to measure, but include the local population quality of life
improvement, social cohesion and pride enhancement, as well as participation in creating a cultural identity
and a general image of the place.
Among the extremely important values of the archaeological sites there is the scientific one, its significance
for acquiring new interdisciplinary knowledge.
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2. Identification
2.1. Position
Bајinа Bаštа Municipality is in the Zlatibor region, in the west Serbia central area, on the right side of the
Drina River mid-course, below the Tara mountain. The main natural features are the Drina River and Tara
mountain. The Bајinа Bаštа climate is moderate continental. Once a peripheral and secluded region, in
the 20th century became an important forestry, power industry and tourist centre of Serbia.
The “Tara” National Park covers the best part of the Tara and Zvijezda mountains which are separated by
the Derventa canyon. It is on the east side of the Dinara mountain range. Tara belongs to the range of the
Starovlaske mountains. An average height is about 1,150m above the sea level and in the National Park its
highest peak is Kozji Rid (1,591m). Towards north-west, the Park borders with the Drina River canyon, up
to 1,000m deep.
The Perućac settlement is 12km to the east from the Bajina Bašta centre. It could accessed by a road that
goes along the Drina River which at that point forms a state border with Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
Rastište settlement is 19km towards east from the Bajina Bašta centre and 7km from Perućac. There is
a road from Perućac to Rastište that goes along the shore of a reservoir Perućac lake and the Derventa
River Canyon that flows in the Perućac lake. The Mramorje, Perućac and Mramorje, Rastište mediaeval
cemeteries are the ones, out of thirty recorded in the Bajina Bašta territory, with best preserved
remnants.
The Prijepolje Municipality is in Zlatibor region, in the south-western part of Serbia, in the area around
the Lim River. As a mountainous are, an average height is more than 1,200m above the sea level,
with Jadovnik (Katunić) mountain as its highest peak of 1,734m. Its lowest point is 440m above the
level, at the point where the Mileševska River joins the Lim. The Lim valley cuts through Prijepolje in
the southeast – northwest direction, forming a network of many smaller rivers. On the point where
the Mileševska River joins the Lim, on its rights side, on the alluvial river terraces, the old Prijepolje
settlement developed.
Prijepolje is on a spot where maritime and continental air masses meet. It is 140km away from the sea
in a direct line and 160km from the Pannonia Plain. But between the Adriatic Sea and the Pannonia
Plain there are high mountain ranges whose peaks go over 2,500. Thus they block a deeper flow of the
maritime and continental influences to the Prijepolje area.
The archaeological site of the Greek Cemetery, Hrta is in the area of Prijepolje. The Hrta village is 17.5km
towards south away from the Prijepolje centre. The village can be accessed by the Prijepolje – Montenegro
State Border road, 10km from the Prijepolje centre, where it turns right towards east to a lower category
road to Sjenica. This road, in the length of 7km, reaches a crossroads and turns southeast to a local road
that leads 1.5km to the archaeological site. The mediaeval Greek Cemetery in the Hrta village has the best
preserved remnants of about twenty cemeteries recorded in the Prijepolje area.

2.2. Cultural stratigraphy
Cultural stratigraphy of the mediaeval cemeteries Mramorje, Perućac, Mramorje, Rastište and the
Greek Cemetery, Hrta is very similar. If we set aside the facts a number of tombstones are on a mound
which could most probably be a prehistoric tumulus one, burials under the tombstones on those
sites took place in a carefully selected untouched area. It is quite interesting that the cemeteries have
been preserved owing to the monumental tombstones, but no remnants of any settlement has been
recorded, not only in the area of those sites, but on almost the entire territory where the mediaeval
tombstones occur.
In Serbia, the name ‘marble’ (mramorje) and ‘Greek cemetery’ quite often denote a place of an ancient
cemetery in general, particularly in the west Serbia region where those mediaeval ones with the special
tombstones are located. The name marble, in various versions and in plural (mramorje, mramorovi,
mramornjaca) is recorded in the west Serbian region 27 times and it is a predominant designation in the
areas of Bajina Bašta, Loznica and Krupanj. The name ‘Greek cemetery’ designates 24 sites of tombstones
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Map Zlatibor region with marked position of the three archaeological sites

in the Priboj, Prijepolje, Sjenica and Novi Pazar areas. Five out of thirty sites with tombstones in the Bajina
Bašta area bear the name ‘marble’ (mramorje), but only one in the Prijepolje area. But we cannot make any
general conclusions, as in the neighbouring north area of the Priboj Municipality, which with Prijepolje
forms a natural geographical unit in the Lim River valley, the name ‘marble’ designates three sites. The
name ‘Greek cemetery’ in the Prijepolje area we encounter on five out of 20 sites.
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So ‘marble’ is a predominant designations in the Drina River lower course, whereas ‘Greek cemetery’ is
characteristic for the Lim River valley.
The history and population of the Drina River valley in its middle and lower course area differs from
those in the Lim River valley on the territory of the Republic of Serbia. The Drina River area is mentioned
in the historical documents from the mid-14th century, owing to the formation and development of
several mining centres. From the 12th century, the Lim River area was an integral part of the Serbian
mediaeval state of Raška and closely connected with the Nemanjić Dynasty. Thanks to the river valley
and communications with Dubrovnik, it is an area of several important mediaeval market places,
numerous fortifications that controlled the roads and a great number of churches and monasteries.
Bajina Bašta has been populated in an unbroken time period for 7,000 years. The oldest thus far known
settlement, Kremenilo in present Višesava, dates back from the period of the early Neolithic Starčevo
Culture. The 1960s excavations showed that the settlement was constantly populated all through the
Neolithic towards the transition to the metal ages. Jovin Breg dates back from the Neolithic – metal ages
transition period. A part of the Kremenilo and Jovin Breg sites finds are on display in the “Rајаk Pаvićеvić”
primary school corridor, Bajina Bašta.
In the early Iron Age, an Illyrian tribe of Autariatae populated the Drina River mid-course from Bajina
Bašta to Bačevac, hence, perhaps, the Tara mountain name. But there is also an assumption that it was
named by a Celtic shrine Tar. There is no definite evidence for either assumption, except for the phonetic
similarity. In the Roma period the region belonged within the Illyricum Province borders and later on
to the Province of Dalmatia. The Roman roads connected Požega (Municipium Mal.) with Srebrenica
(Domavia - Argentaria). Remains of a Roman building dating from the 3rd-4th century AD were discovered
in the Višesava settlement.
In the Middle Ages, the region was at the outskirts of the Serbian Raška state, at the very border with
Bosnia. It is the reason for a lack of direct historical data. Material remains comprise several mediaeval
fortifications: Solotnik in the village of Solotusa, Djurići in Obajgora, Višesava and Rogačički Vis. The
Bajina Bašta area remained in a part of the Serbian mediaeval state during the entire Middle Ages. After
his abdication in 1282, King Dragutin (1276–1282) kept the lands around the Drina. At the time feudal
anarchy that followed after Emperor Dušan died, the region was under a rule of a Great Prince Nikola
Altomanović (1366–1373). Prince Lazar Hrebeljanović (1329–1389) got into conflict with Altomanović
and a Bosnian Prince Tvrtko and subsequently annexed the region to his principality. After the Ottoman
conquest of the Serbian principality, the Rača region became part of the Sokol nahiye, which some time
later, in 1480 was annexed to the Zvornik sanjak. Here, the population generally had a status of the Vlahs,
with the renown Bakić princes. The 17th century history of the region as well as the entire Serbia is marked
by the Rača Monastery as a cultural centre of the Serbian literacy and spirituality.
In the Prijepolje area, a great number of prehistoric and ancient settlements and cemeteries has been
recorded. From the period of Antiquity there is a Roman site in the village of Kolovrat, at the confluence
of the Seljašnica and the Lim rivers. Some partial archaeological investigations have been conducted
on a Roman cemetery (2nd-3rd century) with graves of buried and burnt bodies, as well as tombs. Some
200 graves have been discovered and a number of tombstones with inscriptions. Some of those grave
markings are on display in the Prijepolje Museum Lapidarium. From the 2nd to the 4th century, Kolovrat
was a commercial and administrative centre of the Roman province of Dalmatia.
The area of the Lim River mid-course was part of the earliest Serbian Raška state. In the first written
sources, like a 1334 Agreement referring to salt trading from Dubrovnik, Prijepolje is mentioned as a
marketplace of the Mileševa Monastery. The town grew as a roadside settlement on a caravan road known
as the “Dubrovnik highway”, connecting central and eastern parts of the Balkans with the central parts of
the Adriatic coast. In the mid-14th century, the Lim River region was an estate of the Hum Prince Vojislav
Vojinović and then of his successor, Nikola Altomanović. When in 1373 the Altomanović’s estate was
divided between Serbia and Bosnia, the western parts went to the Bosnian King Tvrtko I. And when the
Tvrtko’s state was divided, the Prijepolje and Pljevlja areas went to the Hranić-Kosača family. The area of the
Lim River mid-course was owned by that family, first under Sandalj Hranić and then under Stefan Vukčević
Kosača until 1463 when it fell under the Turkish rule. The whole region was of a good strategic position, as
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it was at the border with Serbia. Furthermore, there was the shortest and most frequently taken road there,
connecting the central and eastern parts of the Balkan Peninsula with the central part of the Adriatic coast.
At Prijepolje, the Pljevlja-Prijepolje-Trgovište road crossed the one going along the Lim valley.
After the Ottoman conquest in the mid-15th century, the Lim River region lost its significance as the centre
of Old Raška and its most populated and developed region, just to become one of the most backward
ones of the Turkish Empire.

2.3. Archaeological sites description
Mramorje, Perućac, Bajina Bašta municipality. The site is on the elevated ground above the right bank of
the Drina River, between a road and the river, at an access point to Perućac settlement. When conservation
and cleaning works were finalised (July-August 2011), 88 tombstones were recorded.
The stones are positioned in even rows. By their shape, there are slabs, gabled ones with or without
pedestals, chests with or without pedestals and amorphous ones. Their orientation is west-east with
some minor deflections. The average dimensions of the stones at their base is 1.70m x 0.60m, height
0.30m to 1.10m.

Position archaeological site Mramorje in Perućac
Zone of the archaeological site

Protected area of the archaeological site
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Archaeological site Mramorje in Perućac

The tombstones were made of limestone with well-dressed and polished surface by the use of a large
grain hammer, without any decorations, save one chest featuring a motif of a circle. There are seven
recorded stones submerged in water and seven on a private property, mostly covered with soil and
cannot be observed.
Farther away towards west from the mediaeval cemetery with tombstones, there is a 19th century one,
whose sections are still used for burials.
The site is 16m higher than the present river bank which is undeveloped and often flooded. Limestone rock
dominates all along the bank, with some shallow cave openings, and its soil surface was used for burials in
the Middle Ages.
The central section of the cemetery is 5m to 7m away from the high bank edge, while its northwest section
is situated along the very edge of the bank. The high bank edge is also untended and covered in thick
vegetation, mostly the black locust tree.
Mramorje, Rаstište, Bajina Bašta municipality. The site 7km to the west from the Mramorje in Perućac. The
village of Rаstištе and the mediaeval cemetery can be accessed through the gorge of the Derventa River
that flows into the Perućac lake on the Drina.
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The Urоšеvinе area is 300m to the north of the village church. In that mediaeval cemetery there are 33
preserved stones: 16 gabled ones, 1 double chest; 12 chests, 1 slab, 2 amorphous ones and 1 stuck upright.
The Gajevi area is about 700m away from the village church. It is an elevation cut through by a local road
leading to a quarry and lime pit. There are 35 preserved stones there: 2 gabled, 26 chests and 7 slabs, all of
the west-east orientation.
Although the two cemeteries are not far from each other and quite well connected, with the stones coming
from the same quarry, all the similarities end there. The grave markings in the Gajevi area are positioned in
three to four long rows of east-west orientation. They are placed next to each other with very little spacing in
between. A dominant shape is either a slab or a shallow chest without a pedestal. As a rule, the western narrow
side is wider than the eastern one by a few centimetres. There is a wide chest with its upper edges gabled.
Another two are on pedestals. The tombs feature perfectly finished surface: well-polished, quite flat, as much as
the stone allowed, and perfectly profiled edges. There are three stones with decorations, all with a crescent relief
on their western, upper parts, but the motifs differ in size. One stone with the crescent motif also has a relief
decoration all along its western narrow side surface – a cross with three points ending in round knobs (a Latin
cross pommee).

Position archaeological site Mramorje in Rastište
Zone of the archaeological site

Protected area of the archaeological site
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The 18 stones in the area of Urоšеvinе, of east-west orientation, follow the mildly-sloped terrain, but are
with larger spacing. Another part of the cemetery features the stones placed in north-south orientation,
with some deviations. Notwithstanding the orientation, the tombstones here are quite uniform in their
shapes and finished surfaces. They predominantly the gabled ones or the chest ones on pedestals. As they
are relatively short, they seem wide and compact. Quite characteristic are the double or twin stones with
a double gable or a combination of a flat surface and a gable. The stone surface is worked with a large
bush hammer, while the edges are rounded. Some of the stone feature special type of stone dressing with
a serrated tool. Four gabled stones have a decorative motif – a small circle relief and images of a bow and
arrow and two identical swords with a cross-guard and a pommel. The swords are featured on the stones
of both orientations.
At the foot of the Varda limestone ridge, also in the area of Gајеvi, some 500 m west from the cemetery
with tombstones, there is a quarry where in the Middle Ages stone blocks were cut for the tombstone.
The fact has been confirmed from the sediment-petrographic test results. According to a legend, the
quarry still keeps one partially finished gabled tombstone on a pedestal, but today it is hardly discernible.
However, on several limestone rocks there is a clearly visible flat surface, apparently formed when large
blocks of stone were cut off.
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Archaeological site Mramorje in Rastište, Area of Gajevi

Archaeological site Mramorje in Rastište, Area of Uroševine
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Greek cemetery, Hrta, Prijepolje municipality. The site is 16km southwest from Prijepolje, in Gubica
mountainous area. The cemetery consists of the Lower and Upper ones, with tombstones placed on two
mounds, surrounded by a local road and stream. There are 37 stones (19 chests, 12 slabs and 3 amorphous
ones), with 42 slabs in the Upper Cemetery and 42 slabs in the Lower one.
It one of the rarest cemeteries in Serbia with so many stones decorated with chiselled motifs. There are such
stones in western Serbia with ornamental motifs and inscriptions, but relative to the total number of the
recorded tombstones, they are quite rare, particularly with regard to the cemeteries where they are found,
as they are just individual examples. There are 18 decorated stones in the Greek Cemetery. The decorations

Position archaeological site Greek cemetery in Hrta
Zone of the archaeological site
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Protected area of the archaeological site
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Archaeological site Greek cemetery in Hrta

are not a key element of their cultural value, but are a precious feature that enhances the visual and artistic
character of the stones. The stones are of east-west orientation. There are 18 decorated ones, of which one
slab with concentrated circles and a cross within a circle and they belong to the Lower Cemetery. The Upper
Cemetery holds monuments of various motifs. Upon the sides of some larger chests there are arcades in
reliefs, which link these stones to the decorated chests found in northern Montenegro and in Herzegovina.
The arcades take a shape of a shallow niche, with a hemispherical or broken arch top with a spacing
between the columns. On three chests there are six or four such niches with wide sides or just two niches
with narrow sides forming an arcade. Another way of decorating is the chiselled ornamental motifs, shown
individually, like a sword or a combination of two or more motifs. Typically, those are wavy lines and small
circles, concentrated circles, circles with a cross inside, zig-zag ornaments, a rope, a groove, a deer.
The area around the Upper and Lower Cemeteries is surrounded by untended birch woods. Down below
there is a stream and some local roads leading to hamlets of Тоmаšеvići, Bаšоvići and Dizdаrеvići.
In the vicinity, there is a Kuline site, where once the remains of some walls could be seen, but it has yet to be
investigated, as there might be some remains of settlements where the families of those buried under the
tombstones used to live.
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2.4. Archaeological sites Mramorje, Perućac, Mramorje, Rаstište,
and Greek cemetery, Hrta protection and management
2.4.1. Archaeological sites protection zones
Classification of the protected area and its delimitation is one of the instruments that aims at preservation
of the cultural property protected area integrity, or better still, safeguarding the outstanding historical
and natural values.
Mramorje, Perućac, Bajina Bašta municipality. Having an insight in the basic characteristics and qualities
of the Mramorje, Perućac archaeological site in the Bajina Bašta Municipality, whose position was set
by a previously formed settlement structure, it has been established that the protected zone northern
boundary is the Drina River right bank, in the south it is the Bajina Bašta – Tara road, in the east it is
the Drina River bank that naturally goes along the road (the boundaries are the same as stated in the
Resolution on designating the archaeological site), while in the west it is the right bank of the Vrelo River
that flows into the Drina.
The total area of the archaeological site and the protected area is 1.481ha.

Protected area of the archaeological site Mramorje in Perućac
Zone of the archaeological site
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Protected area of the archaeological site
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Protected area of the archaeological site Mramorje in Rastište
Zone of the archaeological site

Protected area of the archaeological site

Mramorje, Rаstište, Bajina Bašta municipality. The Mramorje, Rаstište, Bajina Bašta Municipality
archaeological site delimitation has been set in the Resolution on designating the archaeological site and
its protected zone. In the north it is a local road that goes along a rocky and steep mountain slope. In the
south it is a natural grassy field slope going down to a tarmac road and the Derventa River left bank. In the
east it is a natural wooded slope, going towards the church and the local road. In the west it is a local road
and a stream flowing below the village quarry.
The total area of the archaeological site, covering the two mediaeval cemeteries, is 0.100ha, while the
total area of the entire protected zone is 1.267ha.
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Greek cemetery, Hrta, Prijepolje municipality. The Greek Cemetery, Hrta, Prijepolje Municipality
boundaries are: in the north, east and west the local roads and a stream above which rises a wooded hill. In
the south it is a natural slope edging the farming fields borders.
The total area of the archaeological site, covering the two mediaeval cemeteries, is 0.150ha, while the
area of the entire protected zone is 19.576ha, which is actually the area of the cadastre parcel where in its
far southern end there is the mediaeval cemetery.

Protected area of the archaeological site Greek cemetery in Hrta vilage
Zone of the archaeological site
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2.4.2. Protection measures
Protection measures on the archaeological sites are implemented pursuant to the Cultural Property Act
(Official Gazette of RS, No. 71/94) and the protection and use measures and requirements for the cultural
properties included in the spatial plans.
The general protection and use measures and requirements of the archaeological sites stated herein are as
follows:
• On designated archaeological sites and their protection zones it is banned any unauthorised activity
like digging, demolishing, flooding, construction and area arrangement works or any other works that
may damage the characteristic attributes of the cultural property, and those not covered by consents
or furnished with officially issued requirements, issued by the competent heritage protection services;
• It banned construction of any structures (industrial, mining, power infrastructural, farming and the
like) whose use and exploitation may endanger or degrade an archaeological site or place at risk any
landscape characteristics and natural elements of its protected zone;
• It is banned any temporary or permanent dumping of wastes or waste waters, and opening of any
borrow pits;
• Preservation of the original aspect of the tombstones architecture and their decorative elements,
original materials and stylistic characteristics;
• Drafting a separate valorisation study for the listed immovable cultural properties on the territory of
both municipalities, which include the archaeological sites – the mediaeval cemeteries featuring the
stećak tombstones;
• Protection by way of documentation as a mandatory and primary form of protection, through
drafting a complete and detailed professional and technical documentation for all the designated and
already listed immovable cultural properties on the territory of both municipalities, which include
the archaeological sites – the mediaeval cemeteries featuring the stećak tombstones, as well as the
recorded already listed cultural property;
• The users and other entities with the right to dispose of the immovable cultural properties are obliged
to provide an utmost care for each and every protected item.
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2.4.3. Ownership
The best part of the land parcels where the tombstones archaeological sites are situated are under public
ownership, which is good prerequisite of well organised management and maintenance. For those that
are under private ownership there is an activity plan of purchasing them and placing them under the
public ownership regime.
• The Mramorje archaeological site is in Perućac, Bajina Bašta Municipality, covering the cadastre plots
Nos. 39, 40, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, CM Perućac, under ownership of the Bajina Bašta Municipality, Dušаnа
Višićа 28, Bајinа Bаštа, and the plot No. 50 CM Perućac, owned by Drаga Škrnjić of Perućac (combined
public and private ownership).

Cadastral plan of
the archaeological
site Mramorje
in Perućac

Zone of the archaeological site

Protected area of the archaeological site

• The Mramorje archaeological site is in Rаstištе, Bajina Bašta Municipality, covering the cadastre plots
Nos. 2.002 CM Rаstištе, under ownership of the PE “Tara” National Park, Milenka Topalovica 3, Bajina
Bašta and No. 2.072 CM Rаstištе, owned by Rаdојe Urоšеvić of Rаstištе (combined public and private
ownership).
Cadastral plan of the
archaeological site
Mramorje in Rastište

Zone of the archaeological site
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Protected area of the archaeological site
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• The cultural property surrounding area covers the land parcels Nos. 2.001, 2.003, 2.011/2, 2.012, 2.013,
2.014, 2.015, 2.016, 2.017, 2.044/1, 2.044/2, 2.044/3, 2.045/1, 2.045/2, 2.046, 2.047, 2.054, 2.055, 2.071,
2.073, 2.074, 2.075, 2.076, 2.077/1, 2.077/2, 2.196, 2.369, 2.370, 2.457, 4.417, 4.444 CM Rаstištе, under
ownership of the PE “Tara” National Park, Milenka Topalovica 3, Bajina Bašta and the Rаstištе locals
(combined public and private ownership).
• The archaeological site of the Greek Cemetery is in the Hrta village, Municipality of Prijepolje, covering
the cadastre plot No. 297 CM Hrta, under ownership of the PE “Srbijašume”, Belgrade, Bulevar Lenjina 113,
the “Srbijašume”, the Forestry Holding “Prijepolje”, Valterova 155, Prijepolje (state ownership).

Cadastral plan
of the archaeological
site Greek cemetery
in Hrta

Zone of the archaeological site
Protected area of the archaeological site
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2.4.4. Legal status
The legal status of the Mramorje, Perućac and Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek Cemetery, Hrta
archaeological sites is defined in various international conventions, other international documents,
as well as national legislation and a planning system.
In addition, there are numerous international treaties and general acts which constitute a prerequisite for
adopting and implementing the herein document. The Republic of Serbia has signed and ratified the following
international conventions (UNESCO, CE) which regulate protection and safeguard of the cultural heritage:
• The Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (1972);
• The Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, UNESCO (Official
Gazette of the FPRY, addendum 4/56) regulates cultural property protection in the event of armed
conflict (ratified in 1956);
• Convention on Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Cultural Property,
UNESCO 1970 (Official Gazette of SFRY – International Treaties, No. 50/73), regulates prevention in illicit
import, export and transfer of cultural property (ratified in 1973)
• The Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, UNESCO 1972
(Official Gazette of SFRY – International Treaties, No. 4/91) regulates the area of the protection of world
heritage on the territory of Serbia (ratified in 1974);
• The Convention for the Protection of the Architectural Heritage of Europe, Council of Europe (Granada
1985) regulates the area of architectural heritage protection (ratified in 2001);
• The European Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage (Revised), (Valetta, 1992),
regulates the field of the archaeological heritage protection (ratified in 2008);
• The Council of Europe Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society, Faro, 2005
(ratified in 2010) regulates the cultural heritage system of protection and management in the republic
of Serbia;
• The Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage regulates the intangible
cultural heritage safeguard in the Republic of Serbia (ratified in 2010);
• The European Landscape Convention, Council of Europe (Florence, 2000) regulates the landscape
protection, management and planning (ratified in 2011).
As for the national legislation, the archaeological sites are regulated by the following resolutions:
• The Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments Resolution on designating the
Mramorje, Perućac, Bajina Bašta Municipality, No. 709/3 from 25.09.1968;
• The Resolution on categorising the Mramorje, Perućac, Bajina Bašta Municipality archaeological sites as
a cultural property of outstanding value (Official Gazette of RS, No. 14/79);
• Resolution on designating the Mramorje, Gajevi and Uroševine area, Rastište archaeological site,
(Official Gazette of RS, No. 50 from 18.05.2012 under No. 1.358);
• The Resolution of the Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments of Kraljevo and the Prijepolje
Municipality Council on designating the Greek Cemetery, Hrta Village archaeological site, (Municipal
Official Gazette, Prijepolje, Nos. 633-7/83-III-03 from 31.01.1984);
• The Cultural Property Act, Official Gazette RS, No. 71/94 (an actual legislation that regulates the cultural
property protection as well);
• The Culture Act (Official Gazette of RS, No. 72/09);
• The Planning and Construction Act (Official Gazette of RS, No. 72/09).
The legal acts bind the competent institution for the protection of cultural property to plan, design and
realise technical protection measures for the property, to pass decisions on the protection measures, to
collect, make and keep the prescribed documentation on the property, to monitor the protection and use
conditions, to prevent uncontrolled demolition, reconstruction and construction of the property and its
protected zone. The penalties for violation are regulated by the following:
• The Cultural Property Act;
• The Planning and Construction Act;
• Penal Code of the Republic of Serbia.
Violations can be fined or prosecuted for.
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2.4.5. Managing body
Management Plan Implementation at international level. Management of the international serial property
complex, which is carried out in the four participating countries, is coordinated through the establishment
of a system on two basic levels:
• Transboundary Coordination Committee
• State organizational managing structure
Transboundary Coordination Committee organizes experts and representatives from each
participating country, and is responsible for actions related to the cemeteries. It is defined that the
activities are aimed at establishing common strategies, standards and principles (conservation,
capacity building, exchange and publication of the research results, communication strategies, work
programme of international coordination group, etc.), which will ensure high-quality of the world
cultural property. The costs of the Coordination Committee shall be covered by the Member States for
each of its representatives.
Transboundary
Coordination
Committee

Secretariat

BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA

REPUBLIC OF
CROATIA

MONTENEGRO

REPUBLIC OF
SERBIA

State
coordination
structure

State
coordination
structure

State
coordination
structure

State
coordination
structure

Site
management

Site
management

Site
management

Site
management

State Organizational Structure gathers regional and local authorities in each country, implements measures
approved by the Transboundary Coordination Committee, and develops activities specific to the state,
which may be completely inapplicable in other countries due to different legal and administrative systems,
different physical state of the cemeteries with the characteristic tombstones and exposure to different
pressures.
Activities are aimed at implementing the strategies defined at a transboundary level and ensuring a
platform for the exchange of knowledge and experience in vertical and horizontal directions.
The establishment of the Secretariat is not planned for the initial phase of the Transboundary Coordination
Committee, but its establishment is a precondition for better long-term work of the Committee.
The scope of work of the Secretariat shall refer to the following activities:
1. Ensuring the flow of information between the members of the Transboundary Coordination
Committee;
2. Informing of the need to organize annual meetings of the Coordination Committee;
3. Making records of the meetings;
4. Observing and coordinating activities related to the established common strategies, principles,
and standards;
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5. Preparing an annual report on the work the Transboundary Coordination Committee;
6. Maintaining a common website;
7. Maintaining a common database of the cemeteries with the tombstones;
8. It is responsible for the documentation of the International Coordination Committee.
There is a management system proposal on the national level of the Republic of Serbia, which should
connect the local community of the region where the archaeological sites are situated, with the municipal
authorities and the cultural heritage institutions.
As for the legal and physical protection, the Republic of Serbia Ministry of Culture and Information is
competent via its cultural heritage protection Sector and the Sector of international relations, European
integration and a culture management development and the Republic Institute for the Protection of
Cultural Monuments – Belgrade.
The cultural heritage protection Sector monitor and assess the situation in the field of immovable, movable
and intangible cultural heritage protection and preservation, follow the situation and supervise the
protection programmes of the World Heritage sites in the country and to this end, propose strategies and
measures for their enhancement and funding.
The Sector of International Relations, European Integration and a Culture Management Development
is active in, among other things, proposing and realising programmes for collecting and allocating
international aid, particularly in compliance with the UNESCO and the Council of Europe; and works on the
harmonisation process of policies and regulations in order to be in accord with the EU legal achievements
and conduct collaboration with all the relevant EU institutions.
The cultural heritage protection Sector is also supported with the activities of the Commissions for the
Protection of the Cultural Heritage of Outstanding Value and the Cultural Property of Serbian Origin Abroad,
as well as the Commission for Issuing Permits for Archaeological Investigations.
Commissions for the Protection of the Cultural Heritage of Outstanding Value and the Cultural Property
of Serbian Origin Abroad monitor the state of the cultural monuments of outstanding value and where
appropriate proposes a list of priorities and a type of works and assesse possibilities of regular funding on
the side of the Ministry of Culture and Information, as well as other sources. To that end, the Commission
submit proposals to the minister of culture and information on how to coordinate with other involved
ministries or those that could be involved in a complex approach to the protection and presentation of the
heritage of outstanding value.
The Commission for Issuing Permits for Archaeological Investigations consider all the archaeological
sites investigations and excavations applications and projects on the territory of the Republic of Serbia
in order to assess whether all the requirements for the such have been met; view all the reports and
documentation on already conducted archaeological excavations and investigations, as well as on the
undertaken technical protection measures implemented on the sites; propose technical protection
measures for the sites, as well as measures for their maintenance and safeguard while excavations and
investigations are underway.
The Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade monitor the state of the cultural
properties of outstanding value and undertakes measures of their protection and use; keep the Central
Register of the cultural properties of outstanding value; keep records and documentation on the real
properties at home and abroad of particular value for the Republic of Serbia history and culture and take
care of its safeguard; make sure that all the international conventions and other international documents
are properly implemented on the territory of Serbia; submit annual reports to the Serbian National
Parliament on the state of protection of the World Heritage cultural properties of Serbia.
The Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade is a cultural institution directly
competent for coordinating and drafting the nomination dossiers and management plans and to keep
records of all the necessary documents on the nominated archaeological sites.
The Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade, in their management activities
over the Mramorje, Perućac, Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek Cemetery, Hrta, concerning the legal
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and physical protection level, engage professionals and experts from other institutions dealing with the
immovable and movable heritage protection and science: the National Museum of Belgrade, the Institute of
Archaeology, the Centre of Conservation, and so on.
By the authorisation of the RS Ministry of Culture and Information, the Republic Institute for the Protection
of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade have to coordinate the collaboration with the International Coordination
Board and ensure that the archaeological sites management is conducted consistently and in compliance
with all the previously set activities. The Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments –
Belgrade representative is a member of the International Coordination Board.
A proposed management body for the Mramorje, Perućac and Mramorje, Rastište, is the Bajina Bašta
Municipality according to the following managing structure:
Bajina Bašta
Municipality

PE “Tara”
National Park

Local
Community
Centre Perućac

Local
Community
Centre Rastište

Tourist
Organisation,
Bajina Bašta

Bajina Bašta
Cultural Center

Building
Bureau

A proposed management body for the Greek Cemetery, Hrta is the Prijepolje Municipality according to the
following managing structure:
Prijepolje
Municipality

Prijepolje
Museum

Mijane Local
Community
Centre

“Srbijašume”,
Prijepolje
Forestry Eastate

Prijepolje
Turist
Organisation

NGO Sector

The Managing Body tasks:
• To ensure the archaeological sites management to be conducted according to a good business
practice principle, to ensure its use to follow all the protection measures;
• To ensure participation of the local population through continuous consultations regarding the
cultural property use;
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• To provide conditions for the archaeological sites maintenance and arrangement;
• To provide plans and conduct the sites tourist valorisation;
• To coordinate activities of the legal and physical entities who run businesses in the field of tourism and
all other accompanying activities;
• To ensure proper manner of placement of all the tourist signs;
• To issue publications and other information material for the visitors;
• To create the local products branding programmes and a production of original souvenirs;
• To organise continuous education activities for the broad population living in the area of the
archaeological sites, for the volunteers and professionals;
• To establish cooperation between the two municipalities for purposes of developing joint
archaeological sites management programmes;
• To participate in the activities of the International Coordination Board and provide conditions for
carrying out international programmes and strategies.
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3. Analyses
The review of the extant situation on the Mramorje, Perućac, Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek Cemetery,
Hrta is a result of literature and archival material research, field investigations that involved reviewing the
situation on the sites, conducting surveys with the visitors, interviewing the local stakeholders, as well as
holding workshops and consultations with the Working Group members.
The extant situation provides an insight in several different segments concerning physical state of the sites
protection and use, applying regulations, conducting archaeological and other sorts of investigations,
conservation, management systems, tourism, interpretation, education and promotions.

3.1. Archaeological sites physical condition
The general state of the mediaeval cemeteries with the characteristic tombstones had been much the
same until they were cleared in the 2011-2013 period. The tombstones in all the sites had not been cared
for, so under the influence of the elements, atmospheric events, microflora, vegetation and pollution from
the nearby roads, the stones had undergone devastating changes. Some had been completely covered
in soil and grass, with light and dark grey surfaces caused by a combination of pollution and lichens. The
original white limestone hue, the colour of the stones when they had been cut, could barely be discerned
only in those that had been of better quality. Due to a constant work of lichens and moss, as well as
tectonic movements and exposure to the elements, grooves were formed along the stone pores, giving an
impression of cracks, while in some places pieces were missing. Furthermore, the wind had filled the cracks
with a layer of soil, which made it a grass growing grounds, sometimes with strong weed roots that created
new fissures and cracks.
After clearing of the three sites and conducted conservation works on one (Mramorje, Perućac), the physical
state of the archaeological sites is good.
Mramorje, Perućac, Bajina Bašta municipality
The mediaeval cemetery in Mramorje, Perućac is on the Drina River bank, between the river and a road, at
the access point to Perućac settlement. The mediaeval cemetery has kept its original structure in spite of all
the changes occurring in the last two centuries. The present state of the cemetery is good. Since there are
no information on any earlier settlements or burials, we assume that the site for this cemetery was chosen
on an hitherto untouched area. We can follow the burial activities up to the present day, but the site with
the characteristic tombstones has not been disturbed with any new burials. In the 19th century, south of
the consecrated land, a settlement of Perućac was developed. In the late 19th century, when the lumber
exploitation industry started to develop, a small hydroelectric power plant was built some 300m to the west
from the mediaeval cemetery and north from the new one, to support several Perućac sawmills. Then in the

Drina

The tombstones at
the archaeological site
Mramorje in Perućac
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1960s, a road was built right along the cemetery southern border. The road is a local one, connecting Bajina
Bašta and the settlements on the Tara mountain.
The conservation and clearing first phase was completed in summer 2011. By the use of specialised
mechanisation, twelve grave marking were placed in a position most similar to the original one. Ground was
dug around each stone. Those that had not sunk in the ground had been covered in grass and weed. The
stone were cleaned and washed and some were reconstructed for the missing fragments. Then horticultural
arrangements were undertaken to provide a pleasant sight and a better view of the whole site. A road sign
was placed with the name of the archaeological site.
A complete documentation on both the previous and the present situation has been made for the
Mramorje, Perućac site.
Mramorje, Rastište, Bajina Bašta municipality
The Mramorje, Rastište archaeological site is 7km to the west from the mediaeval cemetery in Perućac and
19km from Bajina Bašta. The two cemeteries with the characteristic tombstones, 500m in a direct line away
from each other, are to the north from the village church. The cemetery has kept its original structure. The
changes of the last two centuries have not compromised the mediaeval cemetery and their tombstones.
The extant state of the cemetery is good.
In the area of Gajevi, a local road was traced across the western section of the cemetery, removing five of
the tombstones. It is a tarmac road of local character solely.
The tombstones at
the archaeological site
Mramorje in Rastište

The first clearing phase was completed in summer 2012. A relatively recent Turkey oak grove on the
cemeteries was cleared and where the terrain allowed, stumps and roots were pulled out. Ground was dug
around each stone. Those that had not sunk in the ground had been covered in grass and weed.
The stone were cleaned and washed from layers of lichens and moss. No chemicals were used. Road signs
and information boards were placed on the site.
A complete documentation on both the previous and the present situation has been made for the
Mramorje, Rastište site.
Greek cemetery, Hrta, Prijepolje municipality
The mediaeval cemetery is in the village of Hrta, 16km to the southwest from Prijepolje, in a mountainous
region, in the Gubice area. The cemetery consists of the Upper and Lower ones. Both were formed on two
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mounds, some 100m apart, with the stones arranged on top of the mounds, surrounded by a local road
and a stream. The present village of Hrta was formed in the 19th century, in a wide area of the cemetery. The
present state of the necropolis is good.
The first clearing phase was completed in 2013. Ground was dug around each stone. Those that had not
sunk in the ground had been covered in grass and weed.
The stone were cleaned and washed from layers of lichens and moss. No chemicals were used.
A complete documentation on both the previous and the present situation has been made for the Greek
Cemetery, Hrta site.
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3.2. Factors, risks and threats endangering the sites
Mramorje, Perućac, Bajina Bašta municipality
The Mramorje, Perućac archaeological site is not threatened by the development, considering the fact that it is
a somewhat underdeveloped region. The Perućac settlement that has grown south of the mediaeval cemetery
in the last two centuries does not pose a threat to the site. All the structures fit well in the environment. In the
vicinity of the cemetery to the south, there is a primary school building with its sports facilities.
The Bajina Bašta Municipality spatial plan views the Perućac settlement as smaller one of tourist interest
and limited development. To the southwest from the cemetery, there is a spacious park. There is no danger
from farming.
Along the archaeological site southern border there is a local road, built in the 1960s, connecting Bajina
Bašta and the settlements on the Tara mountain. There are no reliable surveys about the road traffic
intensity, but the local statistics show that it is a moderate one, or even insufficient from the aspect of tourist
potential in the summer season.
The environmental pollution impact is minimal. The Perućac settlement is in the zone II of the “Tara”
National Park. It is a landscape of untouched natural characteristics, surrounded by the Drina River
and Tara mountain.
Mycological, biological and chemical tests (conducted in 2011) showed little pollution impact from the
Bajina Bašta – Tara road.
The risk lies in climatic conditions. It is a mountainous region with warm but humid summer periods
due to large bodies of water all around, and extremely harsh winters with long periods of heavy snow.
Such weather conditions may have a negative impact on further deterioration of the tombstones. The
implemented conservation measures applied on the stone surface arrested the degradation process and a
regular monitoring activity will make it possible to immediately repair any new cracks.
The very area of the Mramorje, Perućac mediaeval cemetery is at risk from weather conditions, as it is
situated by the Drina River high bank (the northern border of the site and the buffer zone, which is also
a state border with Bosnia and Herzegovina), which is not secured and is prone to crumbling when
the waters are high and not under control. The Drina and the Lim Hydroelectric Power Plant Company
warrants that none of the Plant activities or operations pose a risk of further bank erosion. The erosion is
solely due to weather conditions.
The Activity Plan provided herein plans for a project of designing an embankment and securing
the Drina banks, as well as for carrying out the project.
There is no risk of fire, as it is a settlement where the use of all the areas is under control.
The Tara mountain is a region of minimal seismic activity.
There is no statistical data on the number and structure of the visitors to Perućac. Visits are minimal and
mostly on individual basis. Usually it is tourists (domestic and foreign) on their way to Tara and its places
of interest. The mediaeval cemetery with its characteristic tombstones is near a road at an access point to
Perućac settlement and very near the settlement centre, but due to a lack infrastructural facilities (signs,
parking lots), the visitors do not know about the site or how to visit it.
The Activity Plan provided herein plans for arranging organised guided tours and creating a road of culture
in the Bajina Bašta region.
The Perućac settlement has a population of about 600. The archaeological site and its buffer zone are not
populated. There is no risk from the population density.
Mramorje, Rastište, Bajina Bašta municipality
The Mramorje, Rastište archaeological site is in a rural and undeveloped area that records a drastic decrease
of the population, which minimises the risk coming from development. The Bajina Bašta Municipality
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spatial plan views Rastište as a rural, farming environment with a potential for rural tourism interests.
There is no risk coming from the farming activities, as the buffer zone of both cemeteries covers a
wide area of its first line village homesteads which are of typical mountain character. The spatial plan
of the “Tara” National Park, where the village of Rastište is situated, imposes strict measures against
uncontrolled illegal building and logging.
The area where the characteristic tombstones are located has never been actively cultivated, which
caused it to be all covered with oak trees. In order to provide the best of conditions, the area was cleared
of all the uncontrolled vegetation and active maintenance introduced to prevent any further spread of
greenery.
The environmental pollution impact is minimal. The Rastište village is in the first zone of the “Tara”
National Park. It is a mountain landscape of untouched natural characteristics.
Mycological, biological and chemical tests (conducted in 2011) showed a little pollution impact, which
may be coming from a nearby road.
The risk lies in climatic conditions. It is a mountainous region with warm but humid summer periods due
to vast forest vegetation and extremely harsh winters with long periods of heavy snow. Such weather
conditions may have a negative impact on further deterioration of the tombstones. Clearing the site
of vegetation was completed, but the conservation measures have not yet been applied, which should
arrest the stones degradation process.
The Activity Plan provided herein schedules conservation activity in order to prevent the impact of the
elements on the stones.
The Tara mountain is a region of minimal seismic activity. The Rastište village lies on a wide cove-like
slope, thus minimising any risks coming from tremors.
Having in mind that the whole village is surrounded by vast forests, there is real risk of fires. For the
Rastište village and Tara mountain there is a firefighting unit with its station in Bajina Bašta, as well as
professional help provided by the PE “Tara” National Park.
In the vicinity of the cemetery there are some minor mountain streams without a potential for
torrential flow.
There is no statistical data on the number and structure of visitors. As the mediaeval cemetery had been
covered with uncontrolled vegetation until 2011, not even an odd visitor could possibly see any part of
the cultural property.
The Activity Plan provided herein plans for arranging organised guided tours and creating a culture road
in the Bajina Bašta area.
Rastište has a population of 200. The zone of the archaeological site and its buffer zone are not
populated. There are five active homesteads in two small hamlets outside the buffer zone. There is no risk
from the population density.
Greek cemetery, Hrta, Prijepolje municipality
The Greek Cemetery archaeological site is in the village of Hrta which is an underdeveloped area, recording
a stagnation in the number of population, thus minimising the risk from development. The Prijepolje
Municipality spatial plan views the Hrta village as a rural and farming settlement with possibilities of rural
tourism interests. There no risk from farming activities as the buffer zone of the characteristic tombstones
cemetery covers a wide area, including the first line of the homesteads of typically mountain character. A
smaller section of the site is surrounded by vast forests. A section of the buffer zone towards the settlement is
the mountain field slopes, cultivated with raspberries. The “Srbiјаšumе” Management Plan, which includes the
Hrta village with its mediaeval cemetery, provides strict measures against illegal building and logging.
The area of the tombstones has never been actively cultivated. In order to provide the best of conditions,
the area was cleared of all the uncontrolled vegetation and active maintenance introduced to prevent any
further spread of greenery.
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The environmental pollution impact is minimal. The mediaeval cemetery is the area covered by the
“Srbiјаšumе” Public Enterprise. It is a mountain landscape of untouched natural characteristics. No
atmospheric pollution has been recorded, as there are only rural settlements in a wider area of the cemetery
and the road traffic is solely a local one.
The risk lies in climatic conditions. It is a mountainous region with warm summer periods and extremely
harsh winters with long periods of heavy snow. Such conditions may further damage the tombstones.
Clearing the site was completed, but the conservation measures have not yet been applied, which should
arrest the stones degradation process.
The Activity Plan provided herein schedules conservation activity in order to prevent the impact of the
elements on the stones.
The southern slopes of the Zlatar, the mountain where the village of Hrta is situated, is the area of minimal
seismic activity.
As the village is surrounded by vast forests and also by fields, there is real risk of fires. For the Hrta village
there is a firefighting unit with its station in Prijepolje.
In the vicinity of the cemetery there are some minor mountain streams without a potential for
torrential flow.
The Hrta village is quite remote from the main road and is not marked as a place of tourist interest. As the
mediaeval cemetery had been covered with uncontrolled vegetation until 2013, not even an odd visitor
could possibly see any part of the cultural property.
The Activity Plan provided herein plans for introducing organised guided tours and creating a culture road
in the Prijepolje area.
The Hrta village has a population of about 200. The archaeological site and its buffer zone are not
populated. There is no risk from the population density.
***
As we can see, the risks of socio-political and historical circumstances are the same for all the three sites.
A lack of knowledge about the past and the people who once settled the area, a relatively short history of
the present active and living settlements, a fear of the unknown, all are the reasons those characteristics
tombstones are considered a heritage of “someone else” and not of the people who live in the vicinity or
around those archaeological sites.
A special risk is a lack of knowledge and information on the values of the sites, and there are particularly
controversial ideas of who those individuals under the tombstone were. First of all, the primary school
education does not teach anything about the cultural heritage, so the locals and their decision makers
cannot give either enough or proper reasons or information so that an objective idea about the tombstones
could be established.
Furthermore, an inconsistent position of the official scientific circles in the respective countries contributed
to creating prejudice about the national origin of the tombstones. In addition, the war and political conflicts
of the 1990s, which flared up after the disintegration of Yugoslavia, further resulted in creating a feeling of
apprehension and rejection of the stones. Civil and ethnic conflicts gave rise to the idea that the 14th and
15th century characteristic tombstones were erroneously interpreted as cultural heritage of solely one or the
other nation. Consequently, the local population do not recognise that those specific grave markings were
placed at the same time when the monasteries and churches were built and were active in the same region.
Also, another risk is how the general population is informed, which rare and sporadic, and even there is
some information is given, it is usually quite subjective and hued by actual socio-political events.
However, the said risks could be overcome through continuous activities like: presenting objective
information, heritage promotion through valorisation and making a connection between all the factors of
contemporary nature concerning the mediaeval heritage, constant and proper school education by way
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of lectures, workshops and seminars. The risk can also be avoided by introducing a dialogue which has not
been a practice, and the lack of which resulted in such a negative public opinion. Boosting a sense of pride
of the heritage in their midst is the best of remedies in the struggle against socio-political risks.

3.3. Level of investigation
3.3.1. Archaeological investigations
Little archaeological investigations on the mediaeval cemeteries featuring the characteristic tombstones
have been conducted in the Republic of Serbia. The first investigations were conducted in 1958 in
the Davidovica Monastery, near Brodarevo, Prijepolje municipality. The graves inside the church were
investigated and several ones immediately along the exterior church wall. Some significant results
were achieved during the excavations of the Vlgrad elders church, village of Dići near Ljig in 1993. On
that occasion, more than two hundred grave burials were found under hundred and fifty monumental
tombstones. A more extensive excavation activities were conducted on the Crkvine archaeological site,
near a Priboj hospital in 2008. It was established that each tombstone (stećak) marked one grave burial
and that the dead were laid in a simple grave, without any burial goods.
On the archaeological sites, which are subject of this Management Plan and nominated for the World
Heritage Tentative List, tests pits were opened only on the Mramorje, Perućac site, as part of the 2010
investigation project, funded by the means received from the Republic of Serbia Ministry of Culture, in the
amount of RSD 150,000 (the RS Ministry of Culture, position 11800, economic classification 424221) along
with a co-funding aid from the PE “Tara” National Park, pursuant to a co-funding competition (filed at the
National Museum under No. 99/1 from 29.01.2010).
Two test pits were opened of 3.5m x 5m (pit 1) and 4m x 5m (pit 2) at the site west end and a central
section along an edge of an old road, in the area of a group of stones where it was possible to access
with mechanisation, lift them and remove them. First, a grid system was established, covering the entire
area of the mediaeval tombstones. Here, six stones had to be moved – four gabled ones with pedestals,
one chest and a slab with pedestal. The test pit 1 contained six graves and the test pit 2 contained nine
graves. Eight graves (1-8) were investigated in full, a child’s grave 9 partially downwards the pit, to an
extent of a rib cage, and a group of bones of a disturbed child’s grave next to a stone No. 1 (according to
the excavation manager marking). The graves were of a rectangular shape, dug in a porous layer of light
brown loose soil mixed with crumbled tufa stone, next to the very tufa rock. It was established that it was
a necropolis arranged in rows, with deeply dug in graves, down to 1.6m, where skeletal remains of the
dead, with planks positioned above the bodies. The graves were evenly oriented west-east with some
deflections of 14-32 degrees towards north.
In two graves, two mediaeval bronze and silver coins were found, both fragmented and in a poor
condition. Judging by its visible head image, a smaller, very thin silver one was probably minted for a
Bosnian king Stefan Tomaš (1443-1461), whereas the other one could not be identified. Besides the coins,
the find included several fragments of pottery vessels in a grave without its tombstone. Eight skeletons
were lifted and removed (graves 1-8) along with the above mentioned group of ones and sent for an
anthropological analysis. After that they were placed back and buried in a specially designated spot in the
cemetery. Other graves were not emptied as they, save for one, were part of the test pit profiles.
Manager of the archaeological excavation was Еminа Zеčеvić, MA, a museum consultant with the National
Museum of Belgrade.
3.3.2. Sediment-petrographic analysis
Ten samples were collected for the “Мrаmоrје, Pеrućac, Мrаmоrје, Rаstište and the Greek Cemetery,
Hrta Village Archaeological Sites Mediaeval Tombstones – stеćаks – Sediment-Petrographic Analysis”.
A macroscopic description of the carbonate sediment rock shows that the rock is compact and solid of
massive or loose breccia-like structure of light grey, light yellow hues. A microscopic description shows a
microcrystalline to grainy structure, as well as small to mid-grainy to large grainy structure. Orthochems
are usually sparite and microsparite, and numerous and various allochems and terrigenous sediments
were observed. Comparing these samples to those collected from a quarry in Simići village, some 800m
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Sampling Collecting the samples in Rastište

The Rastište quarry, remains after the separation wall blocks

to the southeast from the mediaeval cemetery in Perućac, it was established that some of the tombstones
may have originated from a rock taken at the quarry.
Four samples were collected from the stones in Mramorje, Rаstište, area of Gajevi, two samples from the
area of Urоšеvinе and two from the quarry. Based on the sampled carbonate sediment rock macroscopic
description, the rock is compact and solid of massive or loose breccia-like structure of light grey, light
yellow hues. A microscopic description shows that the stone is of micro-crystalline to micro-grain
structure. Orthochems are usually the sparite and microsparite, and numerous and various allochems and
terrigenous sediments were observed. Comparing these samples and performing the micro-visual and
microdetermination analyses, it was established that they were all of the very similar, or even identical
limestone, so that we can be quite certain that the stones in the hamlets of Gајеvi and Urоšеvinе had been
made of stone taken from the nearby quarry.
3.3.3. Chemical and mycological analysis
The Perućac tombstones chemical tests determined their material and stratigraphic characteristics and the
air pollution impact. By the use of a metallographic microscope in the reflected light observation, at 200
times augmentation, a lichen layer of some 60 micrometres in thickness was observed, and in the layer
beneath, which has degraded, showing changes in its structure of about 80 micrometres in thickness, with
green algae that can be observed at places. On the other hand, air pollution elements were observed to be
below the instrument detection line, without any increase or decrease trend in the stone depth, so there are
no significant air pollution effects.
The Rаstište tombstones chemical test
determined their material and stratigraphic
characteristics and the air pollution impact
assessment. The stone is calcium carbonate
type. By the use of a metallographic microscope
in the reflected light observation, at 200
times augmentation, a lichen layer of some 57
micrometres in thickness was observed, and in
the layer beneath, which has degraded, showing
changes in its structure of about 78 micrometres
in thickness, endolithic lichens could be observed
in places. On the other hand, air pollution
elements (nitrogen, sulphur) were observed to be Collecting the the chemical and mycological samples in Perućac
below the instrument detection line, without any
increase or decrease trend in the stone depth, so there are no significant air pollution effects.
The tests were conducted by Аlеksа Јеlikić, a chemist, the Republic Institute for the Protection of the
Cultural Monuments – Belgrade.
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After collecting swab samples from the tombstones at the Mramorje, Perućac site, the mycological
test discovered a domination of fruiting bodies of Pycnidia type and the identification determined
a genus Phoma, as well as Paecylomyces variotti, Micelia sterilia, yeast and bacteria. Analysing the
biofilm fragments, it was established that it was well developed, consisting mostly of photoautotrophic
organisms – Cyanobacteria.
Particularly visible was a thick mucous layer of those organisms, which actually represent an adaptation to
extreme living conditions and which make favourable grounds for heterotrphic microorganisms: bacteria,
actinomyces and microfungi. The conckusion is that the biofilm consists of moss, crustose and foliose
lichens, green algae, cyanobacteria, filamentous micromycetes, actinomycetes, bacteria and yeast.
Samples for biological testing were taken from two tombstones in the area of Gајеvi, the Mramorje,
Rаstište archaeological site. It was established that the surface in most part was covered in moss and
foliose lichenised fungi Colema sp. The destructive work of the lichenised fungi on the stone surface
layer is evident in both physical and chemical deterioration. The physical (mechanical) work is manifested
in the fungi loose threads (hyphae) penetration (mycobiont in association with lichenised fungi) deep
into the stone. Deeply penetrating growing hyphae permeate the porous stone substrate through the
gaps between the grain particles, forming micro-pores and fissures. The samples show dominant highly
invasive crustose lichens. The hyphae penetration result in a pronounced disaggregation of the stone
substrate surface. Minerals that are released from the substrate are held by the lichenised fungus thalli,
thus increasing the number of fissures and decreasing the structural stability of the stone substrate. It
was found that the biofilm consisted of a thick mucous layer of cyanobacteria bound with filamentous
micromyces. The mycological test showed presence of a large number of stone degrading fungi.
Tests performed by Dr Мilicа Ljаlјеvić Grbić, a mycologist, in collaboration with Dr Маrkо Sаbоvlјеvić, a
bryologist and Dr Gоrdаna Subаkоv Simić, an algologist, Faculty of Biology, University of Belgrade.

3.4. Conservation
Apart from clearing the archaeological site, only in Mramorje, Perućac conservation procedure was
implemented on all the tombstones, based upon the “Archaeological site of Mramorje, Perućac, Bajina Bаštа
Municipality Mediaeval Tombstones – stеćаks –Conservation Project” (filed at RIPCM under No. 170/43 from
20.12.2010), managed by the Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade, as an
institution competent for all the cultural properties of outstanding value in the Republic of Serbia and the
World Heritage sites in the Republic of Serbia.
In collaboration with the Business Company the Drina-Lim Hydroelectric Power Plants d.o.o. of Bajina Bašta,
by the use of special mechanisation (forklift) certain stones were placed in their original position or the most
similar one. Also, the stone that had been sunken into the ground in all their volume, were lifted and the
places filled with soil and gravel.
Eight stones were set right, either vertically or horizontally, as they had been seriously leaning. Four stones
had been completely sunken in the ground and covered with soil, so they were dug out, lifted, their place
cleared and filled with a combination of soil and water-draining gravel, and the stone was returned to its
original position. Eight stone were removed from their original place to another one. In autumn 2010, those
stones were removed from their original place because of the archaeological excavations. A year later, the
area where the test pits had been, which were filled in immediately after the excavations, was still unstable
and too porous for the stones to be put back. So, two stones were moved 11m north, next to an extant
group of stones, four were moved 6m south, almost in the same arrangement they had originally been.
One stone was discovered along a 1-4 group, as it had been completely buried in the ground and could be
seen. It was moved 25m east, to a completely new place, next to a group where Nos. 32 and 36 were moved.
The stone No. 84 could be seen only just protruding from the ground. While it was being dug out, it was
observed that it was of very large dimensions, and as the place was very compromised, it was moved 13m
south, to a new place, next to a 85-88 group.
A “Tara” National Park ranger cleared an untended weed and vegetation which blocked the view to the
cemetery tombstones. He removed all the dried out branches from the Serbian spruce trees that were
planted in the 1970s. Clearing the untended vegetation and a minimal landscaping works were conducted
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upon approval by the Bajina Bašta Housing and Utilities Service. Now there is a nice broad view of the entire
area of the archaeological site.
Each tombstone was first mechanically cleaned of moss, soil from the cracks removed, as well as the
vegetation with its roots. Then the surface was treated with nonabrasive cleaners which were applied by
spraying or with a brush and rubbing. Depending on how dirty the surface was, the method was repeated.
Then it was rinsed with pressure cold water (16,000kPa). The process was repeated several times, depending
on the amount of dirt.
Once cleaned, the tombstone surface was treated further: the cracks filled with Polycem paste with
white tone added in its final layer so as to get an even greyish-white surface. Twelve stones had to be
reconstructed due to more extensive damage and some missing fragments. In this case the stone of the
same properties was used, collected from an abandoned quarry in Perućac.
Having completed the whole conservation process, all the stone surfaces were treated with a protective
hydrophobic layer with a silicon solution.
As part of the “Мrаmоrје, Rаstište, Gајеvi and Urоšеvinе stretch, Bајinа Bаštа Municipality Archaeological
Site Mediaeval Tombstones – stеćаk – Conservation Project” (filed at the RIPCM under No. 51/3 from
2.2.2012), all the untended vegetation, trees and shrubs were cleared on the cemeteries in Mramorje,
Rаstište both stretches, and where the terrain allowed, stumps and roots were pulled out. The stumps were
pulled with a use of a cable and an excavator bucket in the areas away from the tombstones, but manually
in the areas around the stones. The wider area around the cemetery was landscaped to facilitate all future
maintenance.
The space around the stones was cleared and weeded, thus lowering the level of the ground, as it had been
high from the layers of dead leaves.
On the Uroševine stretch, the mediaeval cemetery lies on a private plot, upon a consent of the owner,
Radoje Urošević, and the “Tara” National park, a wire fence (green) was put up and stretched between the
poles of a black locust wood. In this way a land parcel that should be purchased from its private owner and
attached to the “Tara” National Park was designated.
On the Gajevi stretch, six tombstones, which were removed and even left far from their original place
because a road was traced through the cemetery, with a use of a special bulldozer were grouped in the
cemetery southwest end, east—west oriented, visually outside the area where the stones remained in situ.
Each tombstone was first mechanically cleaned of moss, soil from the cracks removed, as well as the
vegetation with its roots. Then the surface was treated with nonabrasive cleaners (Mellerud algae and
moss remover) which were applied by spraying or with a brush and rubbing. Depending on how dirty
the surface was, the method was repeated. The surface was additionally cleaned with brushes with both
natural and artificial fibres, while smaller surfaces were treated with spatulas and special small tools. Then
it was rinsed with pressure cold water (16,000kPa). However, the process was performed only once due
to an extreme water shortage. The stone surface need to be rinsed once again and in a combination with
mechanical cleaning so as to get it completely clean.
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Conservation works on medieval cemeteries Mramorje in Perućac and Rastište

The stone surface cracks were not filled or the reconstruction done where fragments were missing. It
could not be done due to a lack of funding for optimal work results. Conservation treatment needs to be
conducted within a three years’ period upon a detailed survey of all the impairments occurring due to the
exposure to winter weather conditions.
At the Greek Cemetery in the village of Hrta, in the immediate surroundings of both cemeteries all the
untended trees and shrubbery was cleared, and where the terrain allowed, the stumps and roots pulled out.
The wider cemetery area was landscaped to facilitate future maintenance.
The space around the stones was cleared and weeded.
Each tombstone was first mechanically cleaned of moss, soil from the cracks removed, as well as the
vegetation with its roots. Then the surface was treated with nonabrasive cleaners (Mellerud algae and
moss remover) which were applied by spraying or with a brush and rubbing. Depending on how dirty
the surface was, the method was repeated. The surface was additionally cleaned with brushes with both
natural and artificial fibres, while smaller surfaces were treated with spatulas and special small tools. Then
it was rinsed with pressure cold water (16,000kPa). The process was repeated several times in order to get
it clean without removing the historical patina.
The stone surface cracks were not filled or the reconstruction done where fragments were missing. It
could not be done due to a lack of funding for optimal work results. Conservation treatment needs to be
conducted within a three years’ period upon a detailed survey of all the impairments occurring due to the
exposure to winter weather conditions.
The archaeological site clearing, landscaping and conservation activities were managed by Maja Đorđević, MA,
an archaeologist, the Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade, and assistants.
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3.5. Area arrangement and use
The Bajina Bašta and Prijepolje various spatial plans set up the cultural properties protection zones – in this
case, the archaeological sites of the mediaeval cemeteries with the characteristic tombstones (stećak), with
various protection regimes and building, area arrangement and use rules, as follows:
• Protection Zone I, that is, the area of the inscribed cultural property and its immediate natural
surroundings (the archaeological site) under a regime of strictly controlled building and space
arrangement activities, where any structure not relevant to the cultural property protection and
presentation is banned; planned for landscaping and provision of communal infrastructure and
appropriate outdoor furniture in accordance with the immovable cultural property protection and
presentation;
• Protection Zone II includes the Protection Zone I, creating one landscape unit (to the closest visual
obstacles in the area), protecting the core zone from any negative impacts from the environment
and facilitates the immovable cultural property presentation; the zone is under a regime of strictly
controlled building and space arrangement activities, where reconstruction and maintenance of
the extant structures is allowed, or in exceptional cases, building of new or ancillary structures for
agricultural production of the permanent residents in the settlement is allowed, but solely within
the extant homesteads, all in accordance with requirements issued by a competent institute for the
protection of cultural monuments and the appropriate town planning project; traffic access allowed,
as well as a visitors and authorised officers facility with all the accompanying structures for purposes of
the immovable cultural property presentation, access paths and pedestrian roads;
• Protection Zone III, that is, a broader protection zone that includes the natural and landscape area
of the immovable cultural property (the archaeological site); it is under a selective and controlled
regime of building and space arrangement activities, which allows development of activities that
complement the immovable cultural property protection; building of access roads and rehabilitation
and reconstruction of the extant ones and those in the settlement, as well as tracing various paths and
tracks for the visitors and tourists (excursions, panoramic visits, hiking, mountain cycling and other
paths and tracks); building of tourist, sport-recreational, housing, agricultural and other structures
which could add to development of the cultural, eco, ethno and rural tourism and help develop the
present settlements, according to an appropriate town planning project.
Documents significant and relevant to the protection, safeguard and tourist valorisation of the
Republic of Serbia nominated cemeteries on the Bajina Bašta territory are as follows:
• The Republic of Serbia 2010-1014-2021 Spatial Plan, “Official Gazette RS”, No. 88/2010;
• The Bajina Bašta Spatial Plan, “Bajina Bašta Municipality Official Gazette”, No. 10/2012;
• The Perućac Settlement Structural Master Plan, “Bajina Bašta Municipality Official Gazette,
No. 5/2011;
• The “Tara” National Park Special Purpose Spatial Plan, “Official Gazette SRS”, No. 100/2010;
• The Zlatibor Mountain and Morava River Regional Spatial Plan, “Official Gazette RS”, No. 1/2013;
• Nature Protection Act, “Official Gazette RS”, No. 36/2009.
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Municipal Spatial Plan Bajina Bašta – position archaeological site Mramorje in Perućac
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Municipal Spatial Plan Bajina Bašta – position archaeological site Mramorje in Rastište
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Documents involving protection, safeguard and tourist valorisation of the Republic of Serbia nominated
cemeteries on the Prijepolje territory are as follows:
• The Republic of Serbia 2010-1014-2021 Spatial Plan, “Official Gazette RS”, No. 88/2010;
• The 2025 Prijepolje and Brodarevo Master Plan, “Official Gazette RS”, No. 38/2005;
• Prijepolje Municipality Spatial Plan, “Prijepolje Municipality Official Gazette”, No. 3/2011;
• The Prijepolje Municipality Development Strategy Plan (2010-2014);
• The Zlatibor Mountain and Morava River Regional Spatial Plan, “Official Gazette RS”, No. 1/2013;
• Nature Protection Act, “Official Gazette RS”, No. 36/2009.
The said spatial plans control and prescribe space purpose, limit the development of urban areas and set
building and use rules. In the area of the nominated cultural properties no building or any other activities
are planned, which could change or have a negative impact on or endanger the authenticity and integrity
of the archaeological sites.
The mediaeval cemeteries on the Bajina Bašta and Prijepolje territory are protected as archaeological sites
(cultural monuments) and are under special protection measures that include controlled archaeological
investigations and monitoring of the state of the property.
The broader protection zone of the immovable cultural property includes the Zone IIa up to its farther
perception visible edge of the landscape, with a transitional protection regime set for purposes of the
immovable cultural property presentation, visitors recreation and complementary activities development.
In none of the stated zones surface mineral resources exploitation is allowed.
The Zlatibor Mountain and Morava River Regional Spatial Plan is a planning document which includes a
territory of ten municipalities of the Zlatibor region, Bajina Bašta and Prijepolje being its part.
The Regional Spatial Plan recognises a great number of immovable cultural properties (the archaeological
sites, which are subject hereof, being part of it) as a potential for the region affirmation as a tourist
destination. Such a potential also includes possibilities of trans-boundary collaboration with Montenegro
and Bosnia and Herzegovina, aiming at launching joint initiatives regarding the natural heritage of the
mountainous region (the “Tara” National Park, the “Golija” and the “Sargan – Mokra Gora” Nature Parks,
the “Uvac” Special Nature Reservation, etc.), as well as including the cultural heritage in the local tourist
organisations programmes and activities.
The Regional Spatial Plan basic goal is protection, landscaping and presentation of cultural heritage as a
resource of development, in the way which can contribute to the regional and local identity affirmation.
Special aims are as follows:
• Setting up the cultural heritage integrative protection and management system;
• Creating a singular information base on cultural heritage for purposes of the immovable cultural
property better records and overall valorisation;
• Placing under protection the recorded cultural properties (the listed and scheduled properties);
• Realisation of urgent activities in the field of conservations, restorations and revitalisation of the most
valuable and endangered immovable cultural properties;
• Safeguard, enhancement and protection of the landscapes and settings surrounding the immovable
cultural properties within complex arrangements, along with their presentation;
• Setting up delimitations of the protected area and the protection zones around the cultural properties,
in order to, besides certain bans, facilitate development of complementary activities (tourism,
agriculture) and landscaping for purposes of the cultural heritage presentation;
• Archaeological sites investigations, protection, revitalisation and presentation;
• Protection, presentation and cultural use integration of the immovable cultural properties, along with
a development of tourist offer in the region, as an economic development generator;
• The region cultural values revitalisation and proper presentation and popularisation;
• Drafting the respective urban planning projects (with clearly defined protection and regime zones) for
immovable cultural properties of outstanding value;
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The Bajina Bašta Municipality Spatial Plans view the municipal development through enhancing
capacities in the fields of agriculture, lumber, crafts production and service industry, power industry (plant
construction that uses solely renewable energy sources), tourism and sport and recreation, all strictly
controlled and to the extent to which it is possible to involve the natural and cultural heritage, the region
specific hospitality and trade industry capacities with an implementation of all the environment, setting and
landscape protection measures set up according to special building regime.
The Perućac settlement Structural Master Plan proposes a settlement development concept based upon
a balanced and integrated development of tourism, commercial activities – services, trade, hospitality
industry, sport and recreation; then development of manufacturing and the like activities supported
by traffic and infrastructure systems, along with rational and economical use of natural resources. With
regard to demographic potentials, the Plan is based on an increase of employment through private
entrepreneurship affirmation and opening new job posts; population economic status improvement and
the national income increase, infrastructure systems enhancement and a rapid economic development
support. The ecological valorisation is based on a rational use of non-renewable or hardly renewable
natural resources; a tourist offer quality improvement (high quality accommodation capacities, specific
sport and recreation activities); preservation of microclimatic conditions, landscape authenticity and
specificity and traditional values; shorter travel time to Perućac and good road connections with the
immediate and broader areas, along with organised and guided destinations.
For rural areas, like Rastište on the Bajina Bašta territory and the village of Hrta on the Prijepolje territory, the
spatial plans propose sustainable management that will preserve the ecological and natural soil structure,
good water regime, purposeful use according to the natural and land conditions, betterment of the degrades
areas for agricultural purposes (erosion and landslide prevention), as well as protection of the farming
land against careless and uncontrolled takeover for building, recreational or other non-farming purposes.
Such measures are to be carried out by means of proper project documentation which includes extensive
environmental, landscape, economic and social investigations into consequences of altering the purposes of
the area within a settlement. Then limitations are to be imposed on extending the farming land for purposes
of an overall socio-economic development (utilities, crafts manufacturing, waste waters processing facilities,
recreational areas, and so on), by supporting a more efficient use, arrangement and purpose planning of
the undeveloped building land. Furthermore, job opportunities are to be provided for the local population
in cases where farming plots should be purchased over for tourist, recreational and other purposes, which
is to contribute to a better economic valorisation of the natural and manmade potentials of the region. The
projects are to include support to safeguarding the land suitable for cultivation in the higher regions of the
municipality, but which have been neglected due to the aging farmer population. And finally, the plan is to
eliminate an impact of air pollution and other harmful pollutants in the environment on the soil fertility and
the quality of food produces, through implementing proper environment protection measures.

3.6. Presentation and interpretation
Cemeteries with the characteristic mediaeval tombstones (stećak) on the territory of all the four states
participating in the Joint Nomination Project are differently presented and interpreted in the respective
countries. Interpretation in the four countries is typically based on a scientific and historical description,
which is rather unattractive and unavailable to various visitors target groups. Extensive and detailed
scientific interpretation is common to all the cemeteries and a great number of published scientific and
expert papers supports it. However, such a high technical level of interpretation is not present at the
very locations, which is evident in a lack of accompanying facilities (souvenir shops, information material,
publications, etc.) and which could boost visitors spending habits.
Prior to the Joint Nomination Project, the Mramorje, Pеrućac, Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek Cemetery,
Hrta archaeological sites had been invisible for the public who showed interest in cultural and historical
sites. Since 2010 the situation has changed and initial steps in the presentation and interpretation process
have started on various levels.
The first steps were taken in 2011 with a promotion of the Mediaeval Tombstones Joint Nomination to
be included in the World Heritage List with an exhibition that was opened on the UN anniversary, on 24
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October. The exhibition was held simultaneously in the capitals of the four states. It was supported by the
UNESCO Venice Office – UNESCO Regional Bureau for Science and Culture in Europe (BRESCE). At the PE
“Tara” National Park initiative, the exhibition featuring thirty proposed cemeteries with the characteristic
tombstones was moved to Bajina Bašta and opened in the National Park Visitors Centre in March 2012,
lasting until October 2013.
The second level comprised lectures, workshops and information presentation for the local population and
all other interested parties in the Bajina Bašta and Prijepolje municipalities. The overall subject was the Joint
Nomination Project, but also the archaeological sites with their significance and value. The activities were
supported by video presentations and the printed material like various publications and fliers.
Also a web presentation was put up, which has been improved substantially since the beginning of the Joint
Nomination Project. Information on the archaeological sites is available at the following addresses:
• The Bајinа Bаštа Tourist Organisation: http://www.taradrina.com/
• The Priјеpоlје Tourist Organisation: http://www.turizamprijepolje.org.rs/
• PE “Таrа” National Park: http://www.nptara.rs/
• The Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade:
http://www.heritage.gov.rs/
• the municipalities web pages.
Tourist organisations have included the information on the archaeological sites in their promotion
publications, as well.
The Greek Cemetery, Hrta archaeological site in the Prijepolje Municipality presentation was additionally
made as part of the HER.CUL Project – the “West Balkans Mediaeval Tombstones Cultural Heritage
Valorisation” (http://www.hercul-project.eu/) started in 2012. It is the EU project funded from the
“Preparatory actions for preserving and restoring cultural heritage in conflict areas in the Western Balkans
for the year 2010 – EUROPEAID/131266/C/ACT/MULTI” programme. The project is managed by the DUNEA
d.o.o. of Dubrovnik-Neretva County with their partners in the project: the Dubrovnik-Neretva County,
the West Herzegovina Tourist Community – B&H, University of Sarajevo – B&H, Republic Institute for the
Protection of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade, the Pljevlja Municipality – Montenegro, in association with
the Society of Cultural, Historical and Natural Values Protection, Jajce; the “Krug 99” association of Sarajevo
and the Republic of Croatia Ministry of Culture. The project goal is to support the tombstones preservation
in all the four states (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia). The expected results are
the development of the joint cultural and tourist offer based on exchange of the expert knowledge and
experience, institutions networking and creating a competitive environment for the local communities
through heritage revival.
Since 2010, the levels of presentation and interpretation on the sites has been improved and is under
constant process of introducing new solutions.
In Perućac, where the Mramorje site is located, visits are sporadic and mostly on individual basis. Those
are typically tourists (foreign and domestic) on their way to Tara and its tourist mountain spots. The
mediaeval cemetery with its characteristic tombstones is located below the road, on the very access point
to Perućac settlement and is very near the town centre. However, there are no parking lot signs for the
visitors in transit, although the lots are quite accessible and available. On the site itself there is billboard
with the name of the site (sign) and an information board showing the site details in Serbian and English
languages.
The site is also featured in a tourist offer of the Bajina Bašta Tourist Organisation, but there are no organised
visits. The Tourist Organisation web site contains some general information on the site. It is quite interesting
that the Bajina Bašta Tourist Organisation has a variety of information material, but with very few details on
the Mramorje, Perućac.
In the village centre there a coach station and an extensive parking lot for coaches bringing tourists. There
is also the “Vrelo” Hotel and a restaurant (with some twenty rooms), and some dozen households providing
private accommodation. In addition, there are two general stores, an inn and a café. To the south from
the site there is a primary school with its sport facilities which could be used for recreational and tourist
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purposes. All those structures and facilities are situated in an area of a rather untended but landscaped park
with some decorative and rare plants. The park borders with the site west buffer zone.
Perućac is characteristic for its tourist manifestation, “The Drina Regatta”, held on weekends in July. The
manifestation participant are typically not interested in visiting the archaeological site, even though their
starting point is only a kilometre away from it.
There is a road from Bajina Bašta (12km away) leading to the Tara mountain (10-30km) where both
individual and group tourism is quite developed.
The mediaeval cemeteries of Rastište are situated in a landscape of extraordinary natural and
environmental characteristics, which little known, however, and the visits are usually just accidental
and not registered. There is natural pedestrian path, but not marked. Along the roads, there are no
signs pointing to the site. The “Tara” National Park put up a bilingual (Serbian, English) info board on
both locations where the cemeteries are. Then again, there are no benches for rest, no parking lot or a
bathroom.
The site is not included in the Bajina Bašta Tourist Organisation itinerary nor there is any info material
available. Some 10km along a tarmac road from Rastište there is a tourist destination, Predov Krst and there
is an organised tourist offer, providing hiking trails and view spots.
In the village of Rastište there is no arranged accommodation for visitors, but there are some capacities in
the 5km to 30km radius, as the Tara mountain is very near and has developed individual or group tourism.
The mediaeval cemeteries with its characteristic tombstones in the Hrta village, near Prijepolje are
unknown to the public. They are situated in a landscape of extraordinary natural and environmental
characteristics. Visits are almost non-existent. Only people who know about the heritage come to see
the place.
There are no signs along the Prijepolje-Podgorica road, but when one turns from the highway to the local
road, at the 7th km point, there is a sign pointing to the village and the site which is 1.5km along a macadam
road. The board was put up by the locals of the Hrta village on their own initiative. However, there is no info
board on the site. There are no benches for rest, no parking lot or a bathroom; there is a general store in the
hamlet.
The site is still not part of the Prijepolje Tourist Organisation itinerary. There is information on the site on the
tourist organisation web page, but no info material. Some 10km along a tarmac road from Hrta village there
is a tourist destination Kamena Gora, a place of nature with great panorama points.
There is no arranged accommodation for visitors in the Hrta village. They can be found in Prijepolje (hotel or
private accommodation). None of the rural tourism prerequisites have been met or are being developed.

3.7. Funding sources
The natural and cultural values of the proposed properties in the Republic of Serbia are protected and
presented through programmes and plans that are in compliance with the legislation as provided in
the Cultural Property Act. The fund for the cultural properties protection and use are allocated from the
Republic of Serbia budget, pursuant to the law.
The Republic of Serbia Ministry of Culture and Information funds a great number of programmes
and works in the field of immovable cultural heritage protection, like archaeological investigations,
immovable cultural properties conservation and reconstruction works, presentations, publications,
exhibitions, and so on.
Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments – Belgrade, as part of their regular activities,
carry out protection and presentation programmes of the nominated properties. In the 2011-2013 period,
two of the nominated properties in the Bajina Bašta Municipality were arranged and conservation works
completed, and reconstruction preformed on one. All the activities were funded from the RS budget
in the amount of RSD 2,500,000 (€ 23,000), whereas the local community institutions participated with
funding the physical help.
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For the archaeological site in the Prijepolje Municipality, the funds for clearing the area, making the
documentation and promotion activities came from the HER.CUL Project, based on the IPA funds of the EU
Culture Policy Council (“Preparatory actions for preserving and restoring cultural heritage in conflict areas in
the Western Balkans for the year 2010 – EUROPEAID/131266/C/ACT/MULTI”) in the amount of € 15,000.
The future dynamic of the presentation and promotion activities funding of the nominated archaeological
sites is to be harmonised with the managing bodies’ programmes realise in the Bajina Bašta and Prijepolje
municipalities, along with the activities aiming at providing new donors and sponsors, new trans-boundary
collaboration projects with the states participating in the Mediaeval Tombstones Joint Nomination. The
conservation and protection works, as well as investigations of the nominated properties are to be funded
from the RE budget upon a programme carried out by the RS Ministry of Culture and Information, as part of
regular cultural and protection services activities.

3.8. Tourism
The Bajina Bašta and Prijepolje municipalities possess an abundance of natural and cultural characteristics
that are an integral part of a modern tourist offer.
The Bajina Bašta Municipality is situated in the western part of Serbia. On one side, along the Drina River
course and Perućac Lake, it borders with Bosnia and Herzegovina. A border crossing is arranged at the
town outskirts. The area belongs to the Zlatibor region and covers 672km2. Main roads to Bajina Bašta
are those via Valjevo, Šabac and Loznica (the Drina Highway) and Užice. The Bajina Bašta main industrial
feature is electric power generation owing to the artificial lake and the “Bajina Bašta” Hydropower Plant,
then lumber industry and tourism. The municipality ranks among the least developed ones, with a high
unemployment rate.
The Prijepolje Municipality is in the south eastern part of Serbia, at the tripoint border of Serbia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina and Montenegro. It belongs to the Zlatibor region and covers 827km2. There are border
crossings to Pljevlja (east) and Podgorica (south). The main road to Prijepolje is the M21 and M8 via Zlatibor
and Nova Varoš, as well as the Belgrade-Bar railway. Prijepolje ranks among the less developed municipalities,
without any special industrial characteristics and a high unemployment rate, but with high tourist potential.
3.8.1. Natural characteristics
Bajina Bašta Municipality
The Bajina Bašta Municipality highlights and values lies in the Drina River and Tara mountain. The Public
Enterprise “Tara” National Park manages the all the natural and cultural resources on the mountain, which is
one of five national parks in Serbia.
The Tara mountain natural environment is rich in various geomorphological sites, specific forms of land
relief and other natural attractions, which ranks it among the most beautiful mountains of Serbia. Tara and
the nearby Zvijezda make a unique mountain complex with the Derventa and Beli Rzav river gorges. Those
mountains are actually eastern sides of the Dinara Mountain System, with similar structure and orientation
(northwest – southeast), where the Drina has cut a deep and picturesque canyon valley. The Tara mountain
covers 183km2 and it average height is 1,200m. The whole area of the “Tara” National Park covers 22,000ha.
The complex is also famous for its geomorphological attractions, the best known being the Perućac and
Topla Peć caves. Topla Peć, with its interesting cave jewels is on the Zvijezda mountain and is listed as a
natural monument. The “Tara” National Park features a host of karst formations and shapes, among which
the canyons and gorges are the most attractive. The most impressive is the Drina River canyon, one of the
largest and most beautiful ones in Europe.
Among all the springs and water sources on Tara, a karst one, Perućac, is the most abundant one. It 265m
above the sea level, its capacity 300 l/sec and the temperature between 4-100C. It is the source of the river
Vrelo, 365m long, also known as the “Year River” and it is the shortest one in Serbia. It flows into the Drina,
ending individual course with an impressive 10m tall waterfall. The river and its waterfall make the western
protection buffer zone boundary of the Mramorje, Perućac mediaeval cemetery and is an integral part of
the Perućac tourist offer.
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Ladjevac thermal spring comes out on the right bank of the river Rača on 498m above the sea level. The
spring temperature is 170C. It is a syphon spring, coming out in bubbles from numerous tufa deposit cracks.
The Ladjevac spring is in the area of the Rača Monastery.
The Drina River flows around Tara on its north and northwest sides and is the largest river in the Bajina
Bašta Municipality with that particular stretch of 60km. The Drina waters are green in colour, falling into
the water quality class II, being among the cleanest water courses in Serbia. The wild Drina River force has
been tamed with dams and lakes, thus opening up possibilities for electric power generation, sailing and
other tourist interests. Out of numerous sports and recreation activities available on the Drina, fishing and
rafting stand out. The symbol of the river life is the fish huchen and grayling.
The Rača River springs in the Kaludjerske Bare and a stretch of its course flows underground. It enters the
Rača gorge over a string of cascades, known as “Skakavci” (hoppers), the largest being 10m tall, and then
follows an abyss and a dry bed section. It is 14.2km long.
The Derventa River is made by four streams, the Aluški, Kremića, Jokića and Rovinj streams that meet at a
hamlet of Sedaljka. It is 2.5km long and it flows into the Perućac Lake. The whole river basin covers the area
of 32km2. The Derventa River valley forms a gorge and it’s a nature reserve called the “Derventa Gorge”. It is a
habitat of an endemic plant species of cornflower (Centaurea derventana). The Sedaljka hamlet and a tourist
spot are 800m to the east from the Mramorje, Rаstište.
On the Tara mountain area there are reservoir lakes used for power generation: Perućac, Zaovine, Kruščica,
Spajići and Osoje. Construction of the “Bajina Bašta” HEPP was completed in 1962. By damming up the Drina
at Perućac with a 461m long and 93m high dam, the Perućac lake was formed, over 50km long, 50-500m
wide and 85m deep. The lake is a reservoir to 340,000,000m3 of water. An average annual flow at the dam
is 349 l/sec. Average water temperature is 180C, with maximal 220C, which makes it a great swimming and
bathing resort in July and August.
In the Tara mountain wider region, over 1,100 different plant species can be found, which almost a third
of the entire Serbian flora. It special feature is a unique species of spruce tree, the Serbian spruce (Picea

Perućac on the right Drina bank
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The Vrelo river source in Perućac

Vew from Banjska stena

omorika). However, Josif Pančić, a renowned Serbian botanist who discovered the omorika tree, discovered
several more new species in the area, as well. A great diversity, existence of rare, relict and endemic species
rank Tara among the outstanding flora areas not only in Serbia but the world, as well.
Natural values that put Tara on the map are the deciduous and coniferous forests where the Serbian spruce
is the most abundant. The spruce woods are usually located in inaccessible and steep karst and serpentine
rocky areas. There is a particularly interesting a relict forest spruce ecological community on peat soil at
“Crveni Potok” on Mitrovac.
There are several groups of mammal living in the park. The Serbian Drina region, including Tara, almost
half (53 species) of all the mammals of Serbia find their habitat there. The most interesting and attractive
ones are the carnivores. The National Park is the habitat to the brown bear (Ursus arctos), the largest
mammal in the Balkans. Other species in the park include: the wolf (Canis lupus), the wild cat (Felis
silvestris), the pine marten (Martes martes), the beech marten (Martes foina) and others. Around the
water areas one can see the otter (Lutra lutra). On the other hand, Tara also abounds in the roe deer
(Capreolus capreolus), the wild boar (Sus scrofa) and the chamois (Rupicarpa rupicarpa), which is one the
symbols of the “Tara” National Park.
The park is also a habitat to rare and endangered species of birds of prey like the golden eagle (Aquila
chrysaetos), the peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus), the short-toed snake eagle (Circaetus gallicus) and
the northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis). Sometimes one can see a griffon vulture (Gyps fulvus) cruising
in serach for food. The park nocturnal birds of prey include the largest European owl, the eagle owl (Bubo
bubo), and a rare species in Serbia, the Ural owl (Strix uralensis). The waters are a habitat to 19 species of
fish. The best known are several types of the trout, most of all the huchen (Hucho hucho), but also the
indigenous population of the brown trout (Salmo trutta).
Prijepolje Municipality
The principal natural values of the Prijepolje Municipality is the Lim River. The Lim River valley cuts
through Prijepolje in the direction southeast-northwest, connecting with a great number of smaller
rivers. The old settlement of Prijepolje grew on the on the river alluvial terraces, on the right side of the
Lim and the Mileševa confluence.
Land features of the Lim River area constitutes an important factor in its economic development.
By their economic significance, there are two morphological units: the Lim composite valley and the
mountainous backs. The Lim valley is the most significant geomorphological area. There are roads built
all around it, connecting the whole region, thus facilitating an even industrial development. The Lim
glens are suitable for farming fruits and vegetables. Noticeable vertical and horizontal difference in the
terrain, however, is a limiting factor of better farming production, improving infrastructural systems and
the settlement growth.
Plant species that grow in the area are also adapted to the terrain morphology (elevation and exposure).
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Oak tree forests grow up to 1,000m above the sea level and then on higher grounds there are coniferous
and beech tree forests. With regard to the hydropower potential, the most significant are the Lim and
Uvac rivers and their tributaries. They are mostly under the influence of general precipitation and the
terrain morphology and geology.
As the Lim is the largest river in the region, all other water courses flow towards it. Its valley is a composite
one, as the glens and river gorges alternate between the Bijelo Polje and Priboj valleys. The rivers Gоstunskа,
Slаtinskа, Kоmаrаnskа, Grаčаnicа, Мiоskа, Rаtајskа, Sеlјаšnicа and Ljupčа flow to the Lim on its left side and
the Grоbničkа, Strаnjаnskа, Dubоčicа, Krušеvicа, Ribnjаk, Zеbuđа, Мilеšеvkа and Bistricа on its right. The
terrain morphology made it possible for several dams and reservoir lakes to be formed for the hydroelectric
power plants.
Special natural attractions are the Sopotnica and Kamena Gora rivers waterfalls, which are also important
tourist spots. The village of Sopotnica on the Jadovnik mount slopes are on the height of 800 to 1,000m.
There is a great number of water springs and a waterfall, a jewel of nature. In its source, the Sopotnica
river forms numerous cascades and falls that go into a spectacular one 20m tall. In the vicinity of the
falls, one can still see the
old vernacular houses and
watermills for grain and wool
rolling. They bestow a special
ethno-cultural air to the entire
natural surroundings.
Kamena Gora mount is
1,200-1,500m high and
is a wavy plateau with
numerous water springs,
European spruce and birch
tree forests, meadows and
fields. Owing to its specific
geological composition,
climate, vernacular houses
and ethno setting, as well as
its extraordinary beauty, the
mountain has been listed as
a landscape of outstanding
features. A symbol of Kamena
Gora is a centuries old pine
tree, through to
be a sacred one.

The Sopotnica falls
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Kamena gora, the centuries old pine tree

3.8.2. Cultural and historical properties
Bajina Bašta Municipality
In the Bajina Bašta region, there is little cultural remnants from the period of Antiquity. There are only some
remains of a late Antiquity building in the settlement of Višesava and the remains of a small fortification in
the Gradina site, near Kaludjerske Bare. The latter is of irregular ground plan, containing remnants of a late
Byzantine church from 6th – 7th century.
The main Bajina Bašta cultural features date from the Middle Ages – the Rača Monastery and the two
archaeological sites: the Mramorje, Perućac and the Mramorje, Rastište. All three are within the “Tara”
National Park boundaries.
The Rača Monastery constitutes the most important cultural and historical value of Bajina Bašta. The Holy
Ascension of Christ Church is in the village of Rača, 6km from Bajina Bašta, on the slopes of Tara mount where
the Rača River flows out of the impressive canyon. A legend says that in the second half of the 13th century, the
monastery was built by king Dragutin (1276-1282). During its history, the monastery was razed to the ground
twice and its present look dates from 1835. Owing to its secluded position, the monastery as such survived and
played an important part during the hard times. When the Serbian mediaeval state fell, the monastery formed a
centre of literacy and a scriptorium, known as the “Rača Scriptorium School”. After the Great Serbian Migration of
1690, the Rača monks living in, Szentendre, modern Hungary, created the foundations of the Serbian alphabet
and literature of the new age. In the Second World War, the “Gospel of Miroslav” was kept in the monastery, the
oldest Serbian book written in the 12th century. The monastery interior is embellished with icons and frescoes,
while its altar screen – iconostasis – holds two icons of Jesus and the Virgin, painted by Gеоrgiја Bаkаlоvićа in
1840 and are considered among the most beautiful in Serbia.
In the vicinity of the monastery there are sites the St George’s Skete and Orašac. The St George’s Skete
is near the Ladjevac water spring. According to the Turkish cadastre records from 1528-1530, in the 16th
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century there was a Lanište Monastery there. Archaeological excavations discovered some buildings that
could have a court or a monasterial dormitory. Orašac is 500m east of the monastery and holds the remains
of a late Antiquity basilica.
In the Bajina Bašta territory there are thirty mediaeval cemeteries with the characteristic tombstones
(stećak). Some of them are: in the village of Bаčеvac, sites Rоglјаšicа (a Roman cemetery) and Аrnаutоvаčа;
in Bеsеrоvina Sеlеšnicа and Bоsilјkоvаc; in Vаrda, site Rаpоvinа; in Višеsаva Bаgrеnjаr (Džinоv Grоb);
Gvоzdac; in Gоdеčеvo, hamlet of Zаrоžје, site Маtskо cemetery; in Gоrnja Crvica, site Nа Livаdаmа; in
Dоbrоtin, Pоd Mrаmоrјеm (Vаgаn); in Dоnja Dеrvеnta (Gаоčići), hamlet of Krivаčа Мrаmоrје (Ridоvi); in
Dub; in Zаоvine, the Lаzićа Cemetery (Bilјеg); in Zlоdоlo, site Dub (Bоgumil cemetery or Čitluk); in Lug
Crkvinа; in Оvčinja, a Roman cemetery; in Оklеtac, Pripаv (Bеlа Rеkа); in Pеrućac, besides the Mramorje
archaeological site there are sites of Rоsulје and Simići; in Rаstište, besides the Mramorje archaeological
sites on the Gajevi and Uroševine stretches, there is the site Borje (Prisoja) in a hamlet of Aluge; in Rоgаčica;
in Svојdruga, hamlet of Kоvаčеvići, site Rаstinjе (Rаstilо, Мrаmоrје, Мrаmorоvi) and in Sоlоtuša, site
Аntоniјеvićа Livаdе.
“Solotnik – Kulina”, a mediaeval fortified castle is on a rock near a village Solotuša. It was built towards the
end of the 15th century and was soon demolished by the Ottoman invaders. Some of the castle walls are
more than 4m tall.
From the 18th and 19th centuries there are two typical log churches, one in Zaovine and the other, listed as a
cultural property, in the village of Dub.
There is a memorial monument, “Borovo Brdo”, a namesake of a site in Račnska šljivovica, some 4km
from the Kaludjerske Bare centre. It was the place where on 3 August 1941 the First Rača Partisan troop
was organised. It numbered 12 people. The first commander of the unit was Dušаn Јеrkоvić, a legendary
commander of the Workers Battalion.
Prijepolje Municipality
The Prijepolje Municipality abounds in cultural heritage sites, making them a key feature of the town.
Prijepolje holds numerous traces of human settlements from the earliest times.
The Lim River region was of a great significance in the Roman times and then in the Middle Ages. There are
traces of numerous settlements from the Antiquity, the most important being those in Kolovrat and Komine.
In Kolovrat there are remains of an old Roman period cemetery (3rd-4th century). It is by the Seljašnica – Lim
confluence. During the archaeological excavation over two hundred graves of various shapes and structures
were discovered, with numerous burial goods. The cemetery belonged to a large Roman settlement of
a municipium status, formed in the late 2nd and early 3rd century in the vicinity of a lead and silver mine
(Čаdinjе).
How important the Lim River area was in the Middle Ages is recorded in historical sources but also
obvious in numerous fortified towns connected with a good road network. In the early Middle Ages,
the rea was part of the Serbian state, mentioned by Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus. In the Nemanjić
period monasteries were founded, churches built and renewed, like the Mileševa Monastery, the church
of the Holy Apostles Peter and Paul near Bijelo Polje, the Davidovica Monastery near Brodarevo, the Holy
Virgin’s Church in Bistrica, St Nicholas’ Church in Banja near Priboj. There was also a bishopric seat in
Budimlja.
Centuries long cohabitation of the Christian and Islamic cultures gave us numerous churches, monasteries
and mosques on the banks of the Mileševka and the Lim rivers.
The town on the Lim and the Mileševka grew around the Mileševa Monastery, a famous endowment
of king Vladislav’s, the second son to Stefan the First Crowned and a grandson to Stefan Nemanja. It
was built in 1218-1219 in a quiet valley, 5km upstream from the Mileševka and the Lim confluence.
It was fresco painted in the 1220s, before the patron was crowned in 1234. Mileševa was the second
ranking among the Serbian monasteries, the first being Studenica. In 1377, the Bosnian king Stefan
Tvrtko Kotromanić was crowned there, and in 1466 Stefan Vukčević Kosača adopted a title of a Duke of
St Sava (a herzeg). The monastery became very popular with people when in 1236 the holy relics of St
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Sava were transferred there from Trnovo. In the 15th century, the Mileševa Monastery was the centre of
the Dabro-Bosnian bishops. The monastery was looted and burnt several times by the Ottomans, but
it learnt to recover quickly, owing to its reputation, support of the common people and the Rumanian,
Valachian and Moldavian princes, then Russian tsars and officials. In the 16th century, Mileševa also had
a printing press, purchased from Venice, less than a century after the first Gutenberg’s one. In 1782 great
fire the monasterial cells were burnt along with all the icons the monasteru kept. There were two great
renovation campaigns of the Mileševa. The first was in the period of the Patriarch Маkаrije Sоkоlоvić, the
second in 1863 when the church gained its present look. Mileševa is a mauseoleum to St Sava, a gallery
of the Serbian mediaeval painting and a cradle of its printing activity. The most valuable possessions of
Mileševa are the frescoes, valued as the peak of the 13th century Byzantine painting. Besides the White
Angel, Mileševa keeps an authentic image of St Sava.
The fresco of the White Angel in the Ascension of Christ Church of the Mileševa Monastery is a trademark
of the Prijepolje and Serbia, as well. The White Angel is the most remarkable fresco in a magnificent gallery
of the mediaeval wall painting, looking down from a wall under the domes of the St Sava Mausoleum, the
Mileševa Monastery.
The Archangel Michael’s Church in the Kumanica Monastery was built probably in the 14th century and is
a highly honoured shrine. There are records of the monastery from the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries when
it was one of the most revered cultic and spiritual centres in the Lim mid-course region. It was probably
in the 18th century that the monastery was abandoned and the relics of Gregory of Kumanica were taken
away. History also records that the monastery church kept a manuscript of the famous “Four Gospels of
Kumanica”. The Kumanica Monastery is one the rare mediaeval ones for centuries honoured by people of
other confessions, most of all the Muslims who, like the Serbs, associate it with healing powers, witnessed
through its long history.
The Davidovica Monastery Church, devoted to Epiphany, was built in 1281. It is an endowment of David
the Monk, son to Vuk and grandson to Nemanja. It is one the rare monuments of the Serbian past whose
builders we know and a document on the church constructions is the only one preserved until present day.
It is a Contract between a David the Monk (hence the name, Davidovica) and the builders, Desin de Risa
and his son Blaža, signed in Dubrovnik on 30 August 1281. When in 1958 archaeologocal excavations were
conducted, it was discovered that under the church foundations lied the foundations of an earlier building,
most probably a 6th century Roman basilica. Also, a tombstone was found in the church, which is associated
with prince Vratko, father of princess Milica. Hence a legend about Davidovica being a church that holds the
graves of the Jugović brothers.
The Mili Monastery is located in a pretty inaccessible spot, 20km from Prijepolje and is dedicated to the Holy
Trinity. In 1413 it is mentioned as a caravan stop. In 1688 it was looted and devastated by the Turks and in
the 18th century it was demolished.
Numerous forts whose remains still stand in the Lim region testify to an extensive population that settled it.
Although there are few remains of villages, or they have not been investigated properly, we know that there
were more than ten fortified towns in a relatively narrow area bordered by the Lim River gorge, which tells
us a lot about live and busy activities in the Middle Ages.
On the left side of the Mileševka River gorge exit, at the foot of the Hisardzik village, there are remains of
an erstwhile mediaeval town of Mileševac. In the early Middle Ages it was a part of the Serbian state. After
1373, when the Nikola Altomanović’s estate was divided between prince Lazar and the Bosnian prince
Tvrtko, Mileševac became part of the Bosnian state and along with the Mileševa Monastery was part of
the Sandalj Hranić’s estate. The town was there to defend the Mileševa Monastery, but also a keeper to the
merchants and passing caravans that were coming from the Adriatic Coast on their way to Serbian towns,
Macedonia, Bulgaria and Turkey. Owing to its favourable geographical position, after falling under Turkish
rule in 1465, it became a Turkish military base. On the Mileševa left side, above the town of Mileševac, there
is the Sava’s Cave with a water spring inside. In front of the cave, in the stone, the Sava’s chair remained.
There is a folk belief that the water has healing powers.
Nine kilometres northwest from Prijepolje, on the Lim River left bank, there is a mediaeval town of Kovin, in
literature also known as the Jerina’s Town.
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Besides the mediaeval cemetery in the Hrta village, in the Prijepolje municipality, there are information on
some twenty more locations with the characteristic tombstones. The sites in Brodarevo are: The Dаvidоvаc
Monastery cemetery; in Bučјe – Crkvištе and Svаtоvskо cemetery; in Vеlika Župa, Kоvаčеvаc hamlet, a site
Svеtа Gоrа (Greek or Svаtоvskо cemetery); in Vоdice - Greek cemetery; in Gоrnje Маtаruge - Rоvinе; in Gоstun;
in Dumlјаni, sites Мrаmоrоvi (Јоšје) and Crkvinе; in Dučеvo - Greek cemetery; in Izbičnj; in Kučin - Greek
cemetery; in Мilеšеvо village, in the monastery yard; in Оrаšac - Greek cemetery; in Pоblаće, sites Оcrkаvlје; in
Sеlјаšica - Sаvin Lаkаt; in Hisаrdžik, site Biјеlо Pоlје; in Hrta, sites Prеsеgli and Greek cemetery and in Džurоvo,
site Greek cemetery. In addition, making one geographical complex, there are some twenty cemeteries in the
neighbouring territory of Priboj municipality, dating from the same period, which shows that the Lim River
region kept active communication with vast numbers of people coming from a large number of settlements,
all closely watched and guarded from the fortified towns built in inaccessible mountain peaks.
Mediaeval mosques of Prijepolje are the Great Mahmut Bey, the Ibrahim Pasha and the Sinan Pasha
mosques.
The Great Mahmut Bey Mosque was built between 1895 and 1900 on the foundations of a previous, much
smaller one with a wooden minaret. It was built by lady Meva for her husband, Mahmut Bey, hence the
name. The town quarter around the mosque is also called the Mahmut Bay Mahalesi (Mahmut Bey Town).
Such a small mosque could not meet the needs of all the believers, so a new and a bigger one was erected.
In the mosque yard there is a fountain with six nozzles, built in 1929.
The Ibrahim Pasha Mosque was built in 1572 by Ibrahim Pasha, son to Skender Bey, a Herzegovian prince,
later on a pasha and a sanjak-bey, a high ranking officer. The mosque was built to service the military crew
under command of Ibrahim Pasha. The crew guarded a bridge over the Lim and a road from Prijepolje
towards Pljevlja (Taşlıca). It was built by the builders who also built the bridge over the Lim. Nearby, next
to a stone wall, there is the Ibrahim Pasha and sister Kajdafa’s grave. On its front headstone there is an
inscription and a relief of a sabre, ending with a traditional turban. Beside the Pasha’s grave is a luxurious
marble headstone of sister Kajdafa.
The Sinan Pasha Mosque was probably built in the first half of the 18th century. During an extensive
reconstruction, the porch was closed. The mosque was built with the use of the material dating from the
Roman times. In the lower section of the 24.7m tall minaret there is a well preserved stela with a vaguely
discernible drawing of a human figure. In the mosque yard there is a completely preserved altar stone
dedicated to Roman god Jupiter.
The Prijepolje Clock Tower, which is in the vicinity of the Sinan Pasha Mosque, along with the Mileševa
Monastery and a Catholic chapel, is one of the special features of Prijepolje. Acording to some
unsubstantiated data, this imposing monument of Islamic culture dates from the late 16th century. The
Prijepolje Clock Tower is mentioned in the travels of the renowned Turkish traveller, Evli Çelebi.
The Hisardžik mosque keeps a Koran some four hundred years old. It is a book in manuscript, written
in an extraordinary style. Its format is 40 x 30cm and it weighs 4.90kg. On a request from the Prijepolje
Museum, in September 2005, the Koran was sent to the National Library of Serbia in Belgrade for
conservation, as it was in a poor condition. At the beginning of the Koran, there is an inscription in Arabic,
which reads, “This is virtuous Mushaf Nuha, son of Inayetulah, a preacher in the Mahmud mosque, Nuh’s
parents and relatives, below the Mileševo fortress, may Allah forgive him his and his parents’ sins and be
merciful to all. Nuh, son of Muhamed-aga, after him Muharem hoça, after him the owner and a priest and
a preacher Mula Ali. Writen in 1116 AH in Ramadan-i-Sharif”.
The period of the Second World War left in Prijepolje with the properties like the Partisan Hospital and the
Boško Buha Memorial Complex in Jabuka.
The ruins of the Partisan Hospital, on the Lim left bank, is a memorial to a hard battle held here on 4
December 1943. Now there is an imposing monument with accompanying markings. The fallen warriors
were buried in a common ossuary.
The memorial complex in Jabuka is dedicated to a national hero, Boško Buha, who was killed in the Second
World War on the Jabuka plateau. Now there is a monument in a form of a stone marking, and a memorial
house is part of the complex, with a permanent exhibition “Pioneers in the NLF”.
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The Prijepolje Museum was established in 1990 with an extensive collection, including: the Yugoslav
Pioneer and Youth Museum in Jabuka, near Prijepolje, the Jusufagić House and the Veseličić House. The
greatest achievement is a Museum reconstruction done by all the European standards and the credit it
received from the NIF, selecting the reconstruction project a priority in the field of culture. Thanks to all the
realised individual and national projects, funded by the Republic of Serbia Ministry of Culture, on 19 May
2012, competing with 59 European museums, the Prijeplje Museum received the European Museum of
the Year Award as the most prestigious museum award in Europe, for cultural heritage protection projects
and for its overall social role in a complex and burdened multi-ethnic area. Thus the Museum established
collaboration with the national museums in the region, opening up opportunities for collaboration under
rather unfavourable political circumstances. The prize is the first of the kind awarded not only to Serbia
but to a broader region in this part of Europe. Furthermore, it is a significant credit given not only to the
Prijepolje Museum but the Serbian museology in general.
3.8.3. Tourist offer
Tourism in Bajina Bašta and on the Tara mount is primarily focused on using the existing natural resources
which make a connection with all the others. So, there is an extensive and well organised tourist
infrastructure. Institutions dealing with the tourist activities are the Bajina Bašta Sports and Recreation
Centre and the PE “Tara” National Park.
Tourism also provides great opportunities for the Perućac settlement improvement and development,
as the Mramorje archaeological site is there. Tourism development possibilities are numerous, among
which primarily is the untouched and pristine natural environment, the beauties of the mountain,
forests, rivers and lakes with their well-known features and lavish landscape contrasts. Furthermore, the
Drina River and its picturesque nature and the abundance of fish creates a development potential for
fishing tourism in Perućac. The Vrelo River, the cleanest and the shortest river in Serbia is an attractive
destination for both regular and fishing tourists. The Perućac artificial lake coupled with its impressive
surroundings is one of the main attractions. The Perućac cultural and historical values are the mediaeval
cemetery with its characteristic tombstones, then the Rajkovića Villa, the watermills and other
vernacular structures.
There are numerous walking and hiking paths and trails on the Tara mountain and they are all marked
with hiking and tourist signs. In addition, one can always get all sorts of printed material, brochures
and maps at strategically positioned tourist locations: an information desk in Perućac, the Predov Krst
mountaineering and hunting lodge, the Mitrovac Visitor Centre and the Račanska Šljivovica Education
Centre. There are about twenty hiking trails, over 200km long in total, which at points merge with the
European E7 hiking trail that goes over Tara along 63km. All those trails lead to exciting and impressive
panorama points, like Banjska Stena, Bilјеškа Stеnа, Crnjеskоvо, Оslušа and Sјеnič.
A special tourist experience is the “Crveni Potok” (Red Creek) Nature Reserve on Mitrovac and its forest peat,
known as the “Carpet Field”.
The main tourist manifestation in Bajina Bašta is the Drina Regatta, held in July, gathering thousands of
people. The Reagatta start is in Perućac, near the hydroelectric power plant “Bajina Bašta” (about 1km
west from the Mramorje archaeological site) and its finish is 27km away in Rogačica. The Regatta is held
as a memorial to the rafters who in the 19th and in the first half of the 20th century controlled the river log
drive on the Drina. The Drina rafting manifestation also hold numerous accompanying recreational and
competition activities. The final events are the concerts of the “Most Fest”. In addition, there is a regatta for
the disabled and the students regatta.
Other cultural and tourist interest manifestations in or around Bajina Bašta are the spiritual events: “The
Days of Rača by the Drina”, a brandy, honey, souvenirs and folklore festival, the “Tara Open” orienteering
competition and the “Tara Marathon”.
The Drina River is of a special interest to fishermen and anglers, so those activities have their place in the
main tourist offer. In Bajina Bašta there are numerous hatcheries, usually accompanied with some modest
taverns and restaurants that serve trout as a speciality.
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Bicycle route “Imperial Tara” in Bajina Bašta

Recreational tourism is located mostly on Kaludjerske Bare where there are numerous accommodation
facilities. There are also facilities in Mitrovac on Tara, where besides its holiday cottages, there is a children’s
resort. On Predov Krst there is a hiking lodge.
In the centre of Bajina Bašta there is the Drina Hotel, a three stars facility, with a capacity of 79 rooms, a
restaurant and a café. Apart from the hotel, there are several smaller accommodation facilities, where
anglers like to stay. There are two hotels in Kaludjerske Bare: the Omorika Hotel, a three stars facility with
156 rooms and 10 suites and a variety of services on offer, including a swimming pool and an annex
“Javor” of 40 rooms; another one is the Beli Bor Hotel of 125 rooms, mostly for sports people and skiers. On
Kaludjerske Bare we also find a large complex of holiday cottages, while private houses rent their rooms in
the season. Winter tourism is the highlight of the area, as there are three ski tracks.
In Perućac there is an annex to the Tara Green Hotel, called the “Villa Drina” with 11 rooms and the Vrelo
restaurant. Above the Bajina Bašta power plant there is the Jezero Hotel, a two stars facility with 60 rooms
and 10 cabins. Nearby there is a pontoon beach. In Perućac, like on Mitrovac, there are some private houses
that rent rooms.
On Mitrovac there a children’s resort of 600 beds, the “Šumarska Kuća” (Forest Lodge) that belongs to the
“Tara” National Park, also offering favourable private accommodation. In the centre of the settlement there
is the “Tara” National Park Visitors centre and the “Crveni Potok” reserve.
Predov Krst is a place where hikers and hunters like to gather and accommodation is available at the
Hunters and Hikers Lodge of 60 beds.
Thirty two kilometres from Bajina Bašta is a tourist attraction the Šargan Eight on Mokra Gora. It is a narrowgauge railway which was specially built in Šargan between 1921 and 1925 in the shape of an 8 in order to
overcome a 300m high Šargan Pass. The train runs over a dozen of bridges, viaducts and through 22 tunnels.
The ride is particularly interesting as it offers great views and various activities.
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Tourism in Prijepolje is mostly focused on the cultural and historical properties. People mostly visit the
Mileševa Monastery and its White Angel fresco. The results of a survey conducted by the Prijepolje Tourist
Organisation, displayed on their web page, show that Prijepolje is immediately associated with the Mileševa
Monastery.
Another large field of the Prijepolje tourist offer is in the domain of extreme sports and outdoor activities.
First of all it is hiking and mountaineering. There is the Prijepolje “Kamena Gora” hiking club. One can also
move around the mountain on a bike, along a 22km long special cycling track Zlаtаr–Vоdеnа Pоlјаnа–
Kоsаticа–Мilеšеvа Monastery–Priјеpоlje centre. On Kamena Gora there is a 9 km round tour around
Pribojna hill. For two years now, the Prijepolje Tourist Organisation has participated in the great Serbia and
Montenegro Cycling Marathon organisation. It is a 6 day tour from Kraljevo to Piva lake.
The Lim River is famous for its important tourist potential. Along its course canyons and gorges and high
steep grey cliffs alternate with waterfalls, springs and brooks, caves and tranquil meadows, all coupled with
various plant and animal species. The Lim has become a flagship of rafting both in Serbia and Montenegro.
Its abundant waters of favourable temperature (200C in summer) and its variety of fish provide great
conditions for recreation, kayaking and rafting. Since 2000, when it was included in the rafting offer, the Lim
River has attracted a great number of those who enjoy water challenges.
The Prijepolje Tourist Organisation in collaboration with the local tourist agency offers organised two-day
programmes under a slogan “Your Perfect Day” – visiting the Sopotnica Falls along with rafting activities.
In 2007, for the first time in Serbia, a European Rafting Cup and a regional league were held. According to
experts, the Lim River meets all the necessary requirements for a competition of this kind.
One can also hiking around Prijepolje and there are several locations where other beauties of the area can
be seen. On Kamena Gora there is an 80km trail with all the signs. There is also a 100km trail in Sopotnica,

Bicycle route in the municipality of Prijepolje
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which includes the Mileševka canyon. The canyon is one of the places in Serbia where one can see the
Serbian spruce and the griffon vulture.
The E7 hiking trail runs through the Prijepolje Municipality region and is a new type of tourist, recreational,
sport and educational infrastructure.
The main tourist manifestations of Prijepolje are the Lim Regatta, the Komaran Race (horserace) in Orašac,
the Balkan Bridges folk dance groups festival in Jabuka, as well as the “Pajo Potežica Memorial” bridge
diving.
The Prijepolje accommodation capacities include some lodges of a small number of rooms. They are:
the two-stars Konaci Mileševa (Mileševa Lodges) of 20 rooms; the Putnik Jabuka (Jabuka Traveller) (50
rooms) in Jabuka; the Grbo Lodge (28 beds), while the Park Hotel in Prijepolje is undergoing renovation
and can offer only four suites. The Tourist Organisation website provides accommodation addresses of
the mountain lodges and private houses (rural tourism) in places where the most attractive sites are
(Sopotnica, Kamena Gora).
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3.9. SWOT analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

• In the said municipalities there is a great number
of mediaeval cemeteries with the characteristic
tombstones
• Also, in those and the neighbouring
municipalities there is agreat number of
archaeological sites and cultural properties
dating from differents time periods
• Untouched nature and the immovable cultural
properties constitute an important development
factor
• The population is very proud of their local
natural and cultural heritage
• The mediaeval tombstones are in a good state of
preservation
• There is no risk to the mediaeval cemeteries
surroundings from the settlement development
• The mediaeval cemeteries are officially listed as
archaeological sites of outstanding value for the
Republic of Serbia
• Maintenance activities are conducted in part
• Conservation works conducted in part
• Support provided in the municipal and special
regions spatial plans
• Abundance of high quality natural
characteristics
• Areas of well-preserved natural environment
• Good natural and environmental conditions
as an ecological potential for organic food
production
• Significant tourist potentials, tourist tradition
and cultural heritage, various forms of tourism
• Valuable landscape characteristics –
mountainscapes and panoramas
• Connection with roads, highways and corridors
• Developed manifestation and event tourism
• Favourable geographical and road traffic
position connecting the Adriatic Sea,
Montenegro and B&H
• Relatively developed network of public
institutions (schools and culture)
• Development support regional and local
institutions

• Low level of awareness of the mediaeval
cemeteries with tombstones in the local
population
• Insufficiently and inadequately informed
population
• Lack of proper information material about the
mediaeval cemeteries available to visitors
• Inadequate road an tourist infrastructure and
lack of facilities
• The settlements are of rural and scattered
character, which makes it more difficult to
provide the infrastructural facilities
• Underdeveloped routes
• Insufficient involvement in attracting tourists
• Inadequate interpretation to certain target
groups
• Foot-dragging municipal bureaucratic practice
• Unfavourable state of the infrastructure systems
(above all, the information system development
is too slow)
• Expropriation of certain land plots has not been
fully completed
• Non-existent managing and coordinating body
• Insufficient involvement of the local community
• Lack of a good quality cultural and tourist
products
• No variety of souvenirs
• Non-defined visual identity
• Few education programmes
• Dwindling population and worsened age
structure
• The Pеrućаc Lake pollution with communal
waste
• Outdated accommodation capacities
• Non-existent high ranking accommodation
capacities of international quality
• Poor maintenance of the local road network
• Insufficient regional collaboration (in the fields
of infrastructure, environment protection,
tourism)
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Opportunities

Threats

• Establishment of the managing body
• Planning documentation efficient
implementation
• Trans-boundary collaboration development
• Creating attractive interpretations for different
target groups
• Annual programme development
• Tourist and road infrastructure enhancement
• Making the archaeological sites more accessible
• Involvement of the local population in the
development of tourist products
• Creating the local products brands
• Increase in the interest in spending time in rural
areas
• Development of rural, eco-, еthnо- and
agritourism
• Opening up a sailing route on the Pеrućаc Lake
• Partnership projects with the local civil society
organisations in promoting the mediaeval
cemeteries
• The protected natural area and the mediaeval
cemeteries sustainable use and their inclusion in
the tourist presentation
• Creating an Internet portal
• Local population education
• Development and education of the new local
cadres
• Increase in the number of volunteers
• Development of youth camps (theme) –
archaeology, ethnology, planning, ecology
• Increase of the interest in investing in tourism
development
• Increased use of international funds
• Possibilities of trans-boundary collaboration and
partnership between municipalities where the
mediaeval cemeteries proposed for the World
Heritage List are located
• Increase in the interest in areas of protected
nature
• Increase in the interest in active holidays

• Politicisation of the tombstones cultural values
• Effect of the crisis and its consequences reflected
on tourist servives
• Lack of continuity in the state cultural policy
• Insuffcient means provision for the promotion
of culture and cultural properties in the
municipalities
• Inadequate approach to the natural and culturalhistorical heritage and their use in developing
tourism
• Tendentious manner of placing information
for purposes of challenging the characteristic
tombstones value
• Non-existen cooperation between sectors on
the governmental level
• Lack of professionalism in the management
system
• Non-existent national cultural development
strategy
• Insufficient regional, trans-boundary and
international collaboration
• Insufficient interest by the domestic and foreign
tourist agencies and operators
• Change in a lifestyle where education and
culture do not hold a prominent place
• Lack of training for using the IPA and other
funds, grants and programmes
• Insufficient education of the local population
• Continuing negative demographic tendencies,
particularly in rural areas, along with a
population outflow and an increase of poverty
• Climatic and other natural impacts
• Lack of experience in implementing
management plans
• Development backwards trends and weakening
of a competitive position, most of all in tourism
industry
• Insufficient networking and adjustments
between tourism, farming and various services
development
• Lack of intensive promotion of the protected
landscapes and cultural properties on both the
domestic and foreign markets
• Lagging in providing infrastructural facilities
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Strengths
Participants in drafting the Management Plan recognise their Bajina Bašta and Prijepolje municipalities
as regions of outstanding natural environment with numerous historical and cultural heritage properties.
The pride of their natural heritage is their best strength. Those municipalities take particular care of
tourism development, creating new programmes for extending the tourist offer. The strength is that the
archaeological sites of the tombstones are regulated in both the legislation and planning documents which
prescribe their purposes and protection measures.
Weaknesses
The weaknesses of the Bajina Bašta and Prijepolje municipalities are identical to both: insufficiently
developed infrastructure, the existing tourist capacities and the lack new, modern and quality
accommodation facilities. The local population knows very little about the mediaeval cemeteries with their
characteristic tombstones, and consequently are not well aware of their significance. There is also a lack of
objectively placed information about the tombstones. On the other hand, a bad demographic picture of
the rural settlements is another weakness, coupled with an outflow of the population and a lack of quality
programmes for arresting the trend.
Opportunities
One of the opportunities is the development of trans-boundary and trans-municipal collaboration on
creating cultural routes and improving the existing tourist resources. In this regard, therefore, the tourist
and road infrastructure ought to be improved, then be active in providing objective information and
organising educational and instructional programmes. There are special opportunities in rural areas around
the mediaeval cemeteries, where the local population could be motivated to produce organic food, brand
their produce and work on developing the rural tourism.
Threats
Participants in drafting the Management Plan recognise what the threats are: lack of funding which
can slow down or even completely arrest the development of infrastructure in the said sites, as well as
the implementation of the interpretation programme. Political instability also poses a threat, which can
impede implementation of the protection measures and activity plans. A special threat also lies in a poor
demographic picture of the rural settlements in the vicinity of the mediaeval cemeteries, as well as lagging
in overall development. Another threat is also a negative or indifferent attitude to the cultural heritage and
tendentious information placing so as to challenge the values of the characteristic tombstones.
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4. Implementation plan, vision and goals
This chapter of the Management Plan talks about a vision, goals and an Implementation Plan. The vision is
identical to all the thirty proposed cemeteries in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia.
The text on the vision was harmonised at the meetings of the Mediaeval Tombstones Joint Nomination for
the World Heritage List teams.

4.1. Vision
The 30 selected mediaeval cemeteries with the characteristic tombstones of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia are a non-renewable resource of the sustainable development of the local
communities, establishment of cooperation in various fields and levels, as well as for initiating an intercultural
dialogue.
The cemeteries of outstanding universal value, sharing unique conservation standards, unified management
principles, common concepts in interpretation and integrated approach to tourism development, provide a
unique world heritage experience.
All the selected cemeteries with the tombstones are components of a single serial transboundary nomination
and add to understanding the outstanding universal value of the characteristic tombstones.
The Management system ensures efficient vertical and horizontal coordination between the participating
states and their national, regional and local authorities and communities, and the professionals, via the
coordination group.
Inscription on the World Heritage List contributes to a better protection and conservation and allows
better sharing of knowledge and experiences and cooperation between experts, decision-makers and local
communities. As part of the World Heritage, cemeteries with the tombstones are a resource of economic and
social development of the local communities.
By inscribing the tombstones on the UNESCO World Heritage List they are part of the general heritage of
humankind.

4.2. Goals
Goals and the Implementation Plan were set on both the trans-boundary and national levels. The
two levels are complementary, and at the same time, the legislation and other specific factors
of the participating states have been honoured. The text of the goals and Implementation Plan
was harmonised at the trans-boundary level at the meetings of the Mediaeval Tombstones Joint
Nomination for the World Heritage List teams. The text of the goals and Implementation Plan for the
Republic of Serbia was devised upon guidelines and conclusions set by the Management Plan drafting
participants.
4.2.1. Transboundary level
The overall objective of management is to ensure the sustainable use of the selected cemeteries with the
tombstones serial nominations for the benefit of the present and future generations.
In this sense, the sustainable use of means striking a balance between the following factors:
• A need for the physical protection of the tombstones from decay,
• Protecting and managing the natural environment,
• Acquiring knowledge by interdisciplinary research.
• The involvement of the local communities,
• Economic valorisation
The Management Plan aims at raising public awareness about the importance of the tombstones;
promoting their cultural, scientific and educational value, and developing strategies for social and
economic gain.
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4.2.2. National level
The sustainable development principles show us the way how to reconcile and negotiate protection and
development so as not to compromise the needs of future generations. Cultural heritage is a source of
local identity and inspiration and as such is a model and a guide for sustainable cultural and economic
development. Therefore it means both physical accessibility to a location and accessibility to information
through education and instruction.
Management of the Mramorje, Perućac and Mramorje, Rastište, and the Greek Cemetery, Hrta archaeological
sites is a procedure by which implementation we can get the best of solutions and a continuous
accomplishment of goals, where the aim is for the mediaeval cemeteries to be well tended and always ready
to accept visitors, to have all the proper tourist signs, a clear and an efficient interpretation programme, well
designed souvenir offer, local produce, quality infrastructure and an overall tourist offer covering the whole
region and ultimately, the cultural routes connecting the Republic of Serbia with rest of the region.
General goals of the archaeological sites management in the Republic of Serbia are as follows:
1. To provide quality maintenance;
2. To enhance awareness and to strengthen the sense of pride in the local population;
3. To respect the legal protection status, along with constant physical protection;
4. To develop a complex cultural – tourist product.

4.3. Plan of activities
4.3.1. Transboundary level
Joint specific goals have been set, which constitute a framework of sub-goals and activities and which help
direct the activities of all the partners on the trans-boundary level. Each of the set goals is linked to the
expected results.
In accordance with the strategic goals, activities have been defined, which are to be carried out at the
transboundary, national and regional/local levels together with the time frames and resources.
The deadline: continuous/ongoing; short term (1 – 2 years); medium term up to 5 years; long term over 5
years.
Coordination – to ensure effective coordination between all the participants in the Mediaeval Tombstones
Joint Nomination to be included in the World Heritage List
• Intergovernmental Coordination Group contributes to an effective management. Decisions are made
in a transparent manner and they are consistent and reasonable;
• The states carry out the measures approved by the Intergovernmental Coordinating Committee, and
develop activities specific to a particular country. The local communities are involved in the work
through their representatives. All the involved authorities and participants are coordinated. Operations
are transparent and in the spirit of mutual respect;
• Transboundary, national, regional and local experts involved in activities make a highly efficient
network;
• Established effective information management and standardization of documentation.
Credibility – strengthen the credibility of the participating states
• Nomination of medieval cemeteries with the tombstones contributes to the credibility of the World
Heritage List;
• Joint management guarantees a better understanding of sepulchral medieval art and history specific
to the geographical area;
• The final result is to achieve excellence in conservation, protection and interpretation.
Conservation – to provide an integrated conservation
• The outstanding universal value has been preserved, as well as the authenticity and integrity of the
cemeteries with the tombstones.
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• Conservation includes a change management in order to find the best way to preserve the value of
the properties for the present and future generations. Changes are inevitable, due to the natural, social
and development processes.
• Potential conflicts between conservation values of
 the cemeteries and other public interests should
be reduced, seeking measures that will not compromise the value, authenticity and integrity of the
cemeteries;
• Archaeological excavations are possible only if there is an exceptional scientific interest;
• Research and conservation treatments do not impair the outstanding universal value of the mediaeval
cemeteries with the tombstones and the value of the environment;
• An integrative approach to the system of nature protection and conservation of the tombstones has
been achieved.
Capacity Building – Development of effective measures for capacity building
• Knowledge is the key to the protection, conservation and proper management of the assets, because
it encourages all aspects of learning;
• Professional training is constantly encouraged
• Experts convey knowledge and encourage other actors to learn and take care of the property;
• Documentation is available and all interventions and changes are documented;
• Local residents are informed about the activities related to tourism, thus gaining economic and social
benefits;
• An ongoing ecuation at the local level is ensured in the area of site management (the cemeteries
maintenance, monitoring and reporting, and visits management).
Communication – raising public awareness and support
• A common communication strategy (interpretation, campaigns, websites, newsletters, cooperation
with the media, etc.) has been adopted, contributing to a better understanding of its outstanding
universal value and the need to protect the cemeteries;
• It is ensured that the future management decision makers understand the value of the mediaeval
cemeteries with the tombstones as the World Heritage property;
• A recognizable visual identity of cemeteries with the tombstones has been established. The World
Heritage Status has been adequately labelled in the localities;
• The Campaign contributes to raising the public awareness and building the pride in the local
population
Local communities – involvement in management
• Local citizens understand the value of the tombstones and the need for protection;
• Local communities are constantly informed and involved in issues relating to cemeteries with the
tombstones, thereby contributing to their better protection;
• Management system allows the local communities to realize the benefits and enjoy the cultural
property in a way that does not compromise its values.
In accordance with the strategic goals, activities have been defined, which are to be carried out at the
transboundary, national and regional/local levels together with the time frames and resources.
The deadline: continuous/ongoing; short term (1 – 2 years); medium term up to 5 years; long term over 5
years.
Coordination
1. International coordination committee is operational
• The established Transboundary Coordination Committee (TCC) is responsible for an overall
management;
• The communication strategy and the Book of Rules have been set in place, regulating the TCC
activities;
• An efficient system of monitoring, evaluation and reporting on the management plans
implementation has been set.
Term: 1 year after the inscription on the WHL (World Heritage List)
Funding: Within the respective states budgets.
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2. The Secretariat for the serial nomination is operational
Transition from the nomination to the inscription is an ongoing activity without any information loss or
failures in exercising responsibilities)
• Secretarial jobs are settled with the Transboundary Coordination Committee;
• Clarification of administrative works;
• Clarification of logistic details (work position);
• A secretary is employed and the contract/s signed (1 – 2 positions)
• Work programme for the secretary is made.
Term: medium – term
Funding: Within the budget of Ministry of Civil Affairs and other sources.
3. Information management and standardization of documentation
• All the documentation (starting with the nomination documentation and the documentation within
the nomination process) is archived/published and is available in the reference versions to the Member
States as well as the others.
• Knowledge and experiences are shared by an open access being enabled and by publishing the
relevant documentation.
• To develop a Book of Rules referring to management, standardization and the documentation filing
and publishing;
• Implement archiving.
Term: medium – term
Funding: Within the budget of the Secretariat
4. Develop partnerships in order to ensure conditions for the implementation of activities
• Develop partnerships with the UNESCO, WHC, ICOMOS, ICCROM, ICOM and others in order to
constantly improve the management, knowledge and resources;
• Explore the possibilities of financing specific projects (private sector, donations, etc.);
• Organise fundraising.
Term: continuous and long – term
Funding: Within the budget of the member states
Conservation
1. Monitoring – processing of the monitoring results, classification of problems and sites and determining the
conservation approaches
• Define the concept of a comprehensive joint monitoring;
• Implement and evaluate the monitoring;
• Publish the results.
Term: Long – term (2020)
Funding: Within the regular budget of the competent authorities.
2. Conservation and the archaeological researches management
• Identify the need, approach and goals of archaeological researches;
• Identify the ways of presenting the findings.
Term: Long – term
Funding: Within the regular budget of the institutions responsible for the selected sites.
Capacity building
1. Publicising the best practice examples (all the available and updated information on methods of
conservation of the stone and the cemeteries in their natural environment are available on the website of the
professionals from all Member States).
• Enable documentation management on the website;
Term: Medium – term
Funding: Within the regular budgets or extra – budgetary projects.
2. International scientific conferences (international professional conferences on the following subjects of:
conservation, decision making, methods of stone conservation, an integrative approach to the protection
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of nature and stone structures, archaeological research, interpretation, sustainable development and the
involvement of local communities are organised and conference proceedings are published).
• Develop and approve a concept;
• Provide funding and implement the activities;
Term: Medium – term
Funding: Open (extra–budgetary projects financed by donations from the Member States and fundraising).
3. Promote the World Heritage concept through educational programmes (encourage and inform young
people, as future decision makers, in order to involve them in conservation).
• Develop an educational concept for the serial cultural property according to the UNESCO programme
“World heritage in the hands of the youth”.
Term: medium – term
Funding: Open (extra–budgetary projects financed by donations from Member States and fundraising).
Communication
1. Aiming at information exchange between all the participants working on the cultural property (national and
regional authorities, local site managers, researchers, etc.) an open internet forum has also been set up.
• Creating a joint website;
Term: medium – term
Funding: Within the regular budget of the Secretariat.
2. Making a sustainable concept of interpretation
• Evaluate existing possibilities of interpretation and draw up guidelines for a visit, as well as evaluate all
the sites;
• Create cultural routes/thematic and road connections with the cemeteries with the tombstones;
• Organise information meetings at national/regional levels with all the participants taking part
(museums, universities, communities, other institutions) and develop harmonized actions of
communication and work on increasing awareness immediately after the inscription;
Term: medium – term
Funding: Public budgets, donors.
3. Develop information material for visitors
• Draw up a concept and procedures for preparing the information material;
Term: Medium – term
Funding: Donations from the Member States
Local communities
1. Local communities are involved in all activities
• Member States continue to organise regular information meetings and conferences with the local
communities and responsible persons, to guarantee coordination between the (transboundary)
activities and the local needs;
• The results (the possibilities and the difficulties as well) from the meetings are presented and discussed
within the Transboundary Coordination Committee.
Term: Continuous activity.
Funding: Within the regular budgets of the Member States.
2. Promoting the local communities’ products
• Identify the principles, selection criteria and the concept of product promotion at the transboundary
and national levels;
• Make selection of products and services according to the criteria;
• Implement promotion programmes.
Term: medium – term/long – term activity.
Funding: Within the regular budgets of the Member States.
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4.3.2. National level
Based upon the general goals of the mediaeval cemeteries with characteristic tombstones management in
the Republic of Serbia, an appropriate set of activities has been defined, by which implementation the end
results are expected. In this regard, those responsible for carrying out the activities have been identified, as
well as the time period of the activities and the sources of funding.
Providing quality maintenance

Goal

1.

Goal

2.

Result

Activity

Responsible
for carrying out

Period

Source
of funding

The mediaeval cemeteries
have been well arranged
and are managed
adequately

Setting the maintenance
and landscaping programme
with the rules of use of the
mediaeval tombstones

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

2014.

Municipal
budget

Cultural landscape and the
accompanying infrastructure
quality enhancement in the
Rаstištе and Hrtа settlements

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

2015.

Municipal
budget

Enabling the professionals and
volunteers to implement the
action plan

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

2015.

Municipal
budget

Enhancement of awareness and strengthening the sense of pride in the local population
Responsible
for carrying out

Period

Source
of funding

Result

Activity

The population is proud
of the heritage in their
environment, highly
interested and directly
involved in its protection
and maintenance.

Permanent education of the
local population about the
significance of the mediaeval
cemeteries with their
characteristic tombstones
through talks with the
researchers and conservators,
via public lectures and the
local media.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities in
collaboration with
the RIPCM and
other institutions of
culture and science

Constant
activity

Municipal
budget the
Ministry of
Culture and
Information
budget and that
of the Ministry of
Education

Placing continuous and
objective information on the
activities carried out with
regard to the tombstones in
the region.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

Constant
activity

Municipal
budget, the
Ministry of
Culture and
Information
budget

Setting up an inter-cultural
dialogue about the
tombstones, through pаnеl
discussions, summer camps,
etc. with the trans-boundary
participants.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

2014

Municipal
budget, the
Ministry of
Culture and
Information
budget and that
of the Ministry of
Education

Including the characteristic
tombstones in the primary
and secondary schools
curricula.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

2016

Municipal
budget, the
Ministry of
Culture and
Information
budget and that
of the Ministry of
Education

Development of cultural
events (e.g. literary evenings,
art colonies, ethno events,
film fеstivаls and so on).

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

2016

Municipal
budget, the
Ministry of
Culture and
Information
budget
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Goal

3.

Honouring the legal protection, constant implementation of physical protection
and professional investigations

Protection of the mediaeval
cemeteries through drafting
and improving technical
documentation.

RIPCM

2014

the Ministry
of Culture and
Information

Collaboration between the
nature conservation and
cultural properties protection
services in order to achieve
integrative protection.

RIPCM and the
Institute for Nature
Conservation of RS

2014

the Ministry
of Culture and
Information
i Ministry
of Energy,
Development
and
Environmental
Protection

Passing the resolutions and
purchase of private land plots
within the archaeological
sites.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities in
collaboration with
the RIPCM

2016

Municipal
budget and
those of the
competent
ministries

Archaeological sites
protection by means of
planning documentation
(Master and detailed
structural plans).

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

2018

Municipal
budget

Development of programs
and projects conservation,
presentation and interpretation

RIPCM

Constant
activity

the Ministry
of Culture and
Information

Drafting a project for a
river embankment and for
securing the Drina high
bank in Pеrućac, and project
realisation.

RIPCM in
collaboration with
specialised design
organisations

2015

Competent
ministries

Protection measures
mоnitоring and control.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities in
collaboration with
the RIPCM

Constant
activity

Municipal
budget the
Ministry of
Culture and
Information
budget

Multidisciplinаry
investigations.

Science institutions
in collaboration
with regional
partners

Constant
activity

Competent
ministries, IPA
and other EU
funds

Publishing the results.

Science institutions
in collaboration
with regional
partners

Constant
activity

Competent
ministries, IPA
and other EU
funds

The Archaeological
sites are protected
against a negative
impact of development,
uncontrolled building
and any banned
activities.

The mediaeval
cemeteries with the
characteristic tombstones
have been investigated
and the results are widely
available.
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Pеriоd

Activity

The characteristic
tombstone are in a good
state.

Source
of funding

Responsible
for carrying out

Result
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Development of complex cultural tourism product

Goal

4.

Responsible
for carrying out

Period

Source
of funding

Result

Activity

The mediaeval
cemeteries with the
characteristic tombstones
are publicly well-known
and recognisable.

Interpretation Plan
Development.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities in
collaboration with
the RIPCM

2014

Municipal
budget and
the Ministry
of Culture and
Information
budget

Putting up the tourist and
road signalisation.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

2015

Municipal
budget

Guides and animators
education and training.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

2015

Municipal
budget and that
of the competent
ministries

Creating cultural routse,
itineraries, etc.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities in
collaboration with
the RIPCM

2015

Municipal
budget and that
of the competent
ministries

Promotion material for
general and other types of
visitors (schoolchildren, the
locals).

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities in
collaboration with
the RIPCM

2015

Municipal
budget and that
of the competent
ministries

Arranging the infrastructure
for visitors (souvenir shop,
bathrooms, pаrking lots).

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

2018

Municipal
budget and that
of the competent
ministries

Arranging for exhibitions,
shows, vidео projections,
professional gatherings.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities in
collaboration with
the RIPCM

Constant
activity

Municipal
budget and that
of the competent
ministries

Local products manufacturing
for turists.

Bajina Bašta
and Prijepolje
municipalities

Constant
activity

Municipal
budget and that
of the competent
ministries
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Appendix
1. Resolution on adopting the Management plan for the mediaeval tombstones archaeological sites:
the Mramorje in Perućac and Mramorje in Rastište in the Bajina Bašta municipality area
2. Resolution on adopting the Management plan for the mediaeval tombstones archaeological site:
the Hrta Greek cemetery in the Prijepolje municipality area
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Based on the Art. 32, clause 6, para. 20 of the Local Self Government Act
(Official gazette RS, No. 129/2007) and Art. 39, clause 7 of the Bajina Bašta Municipality Statute
(Bajina Bašta Municipality Official Gazette No. 6/08 and 7/11), at a meeting held on 30.12.2013,
the Bajina Bašta Municipality Council passed the following:
RESOLUTION
ON ADOPTING THE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR
THE MEDIAEVAL TOMBSTONES ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES:
THE MRAMORJE IN PERUĆAC AND MRAMORJE IN RASTIŠTE
IN THE BAJINA BAŠTA MUNICIPALITY AREA

Article 1
The Management Plan for the mediaeval tombstones archaeological site: the Mramorje in Perućac
and Mramorje in Rastište in the Bajina Bašta Municipality area is adopted.
Article 2
The Plan, as stated in the above Art., was drafted by the Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural
Monuments – Belgrade.
Article 3
The goal of adopting the Management Plan for the mediaeval tombstones archaeological site the Mramorje
in Perućac and Mramorje in Rastište in the Bajina Bašta Municipality area is establishing the guidelines that
will ensure the site’s sustainable development through cultural and natural heritage valorisation, protection
and promotion within a serial nomination of the transboundary properties and obtain the status of a world
heritage site.
Article 4
The Resolution is effective on the eighth day from the date it is promulgated in the Bajina Bašta Municipality
Official Gazette.

01 No. 06-38/2013
Dated: 30.12.2013
Bajina Bašta
Bajina Bašta Municipality Council
Seal reading: Republic of Serbia
Bajina Bašta Municipality Council
The Municipality Council
Bajina Bašta
Mayor: Vasilije Pavićević, sgd.

Based on the Art. 32, clause 6, para. 20 of the Local Self Government Act
(Official gazette RS, No. 129/2007) and Art. 39, clause 7 of the Prijepolje Municipality Statute
(Prijepolje Municipality Official Gazette No. 4/2009), at a meeting held on 01.07.2014,
the Prijepolje Municipality Council passed the following:
RESOLUTION ON ADOPTING THE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR
THE MEDIAEVAL TOMBSTONES ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE:
THE HRTA GREEK CEMETERY IN THE PRIJEPOLJE MUNICIPALITY AREA

Article 1
The Management Plan for the mediaeval tombstones archaeological site: the Hrta Greek Cemetery in the
Prijepolje Municipality area is adopted.
Article 2
The Plan, as stated in the above Art., was drafted by the Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural
Monuments – Belgrade.
Article 3
The goal of adopting the Management Plan for the mediaeval tombstones archaeological site: the Hrta
Greek Cemetery in the Prijepolje Municipality area is establishing the guidelines that will ensure the site’s
sustainable development through cultural and natural heritage valorisation, protection and promotion
within a serial nomination of the transboundary properties and obtain the status of a world heritage site.
Article 4
The Resolution is effective on the eighth day from the date it is promulgated in the Prijepolje Municipality
Official Gazette.

No. 020-79/2014
Dated: 01.07.2014
Prijepolje
The Prijepolje Municipality Council
Seal reading: Republic of Serbia
Prijepolje Municipality
The Municipality Council
Prijepolje
Mayor: Vukosav Tomašević, sgd.

